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Creating
opportunities to
develop modern
future-proofed skills

Getting ‘Board Ready’

People, Skills and Talent
Welcome to Business
Comment.
In this issue, the spotlight is shone firmly on
an area that is key to the success of every
business – the skills and talent of the people
who work there. In Edinburgh, we have one
of the most well-educated workforces to be
found anywhere, but how do we maintain
and build on that?
It’s a commonly acknowledged fact – the
business is only as good as the people who
work in it. But ensuring that your people have
the right skills to help your business succeed
now and into the future is something of a
magic potion.
Hopefully, the magazine can provide some
essential information and inspiration. We
hear from Jamie Hepburn MSP, the Scottish
Government’s Minister for Employability
and Training, on the work being undertaken
to future-proof our key skills for the 21st
century, identified as a priority. We hear
one example of great work from Skills
Development Scotland, about their growing
Foundation Apprenticeships, being to prepare
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We also hear news from Developing the
Young Workforce, and in particular about the
new online tool Marketplace, designed to
help educators and employers ensure their
efforts to give young people experience of
work is as fruitful as it can possibly be.
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We also hear from Cortex Worldwide about
the work being undertaken by their business
to ensure their staff maintain high levels of
skill, flexibility and adaptability – in a world
of work that changes in the blink of an eye.
Finally, Jamie Hume of training provider
FTX30 gives an insightful look into the often
under-valued and under-rated worth of socalled “soft” skills – and what employers need
to do to develop them.
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senior school pupils for work in those sectors
identified as engines for growth.

Enjoy the magazine!

Join Edinburgh
Chamber of
Commerce
Our membership base is truly multisector, multi-scale and multi- national.
As we develop our geographic reach, we
continue to welcome new members who
can enjoy exclusive benefits of being
part of Scotland’s capital city Chamber
of Commerce. We would be delighted to
share with you the benefits of joining.

Liz McAreavey

Chief Executive, Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce
liz.mcareavey@edinburghchamber.co.uk

Contact our dedicated membership
team on 0131 221 2999 or e-mail
leads@edinburghchamber.co.uk or join
via our website

www.edinburghchamber.co.uk
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MEMBERS NEWS

School-children
get creative for
historic Calton Hill
development

Esh Border Construction welcomed a group of school-children to Edinburgh’s Calton Hill
development after the youngsters created a series of unique artworks for the historic City
Observatory site.
Pupils from Abbeyhill and Leith Walk Primary
School worked with artist Tessa Lynch to
produce the panorama charcoal drawings
which will be displayed on hoardings around
the project.

primary four to seven pupils visited Calton
Hill and made observational drawings from
the Hill, then worked together in a followup workshop in classroom to produce the
panoramas.

Steven Kelly, Esh Border Construction
Contract Manger said:

Livingston-based Esh Border Construction
is working with Edinburgh City Council and
Collective, a non-profit visual art organisation
which will manage the site when it opens in
2018, on the £3 million project’

“We are very proud to be involved with the
re-birth of the historic City Observatory site
at Calton Hill and were delighted to welcome
the Abbeyhill and Leith Walk school-children
to the site.
“Their drawings are fantastic and are
indicative of the type of creative work which
will be born out of this fantastic project.”
The drawings were inspired by artist Robert
Barker’s iconic Panorama of Edinburgh from
Calton Hill, 1792. Before completing them
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As well as taking delivery of the drawings
Steven also handed over a cheque to
Collective from Esh Border Construction’s
bursary scheme – Esh Communities.
Kate Gray, Director of Collective said:
“We’ve been working with the schools in
our local area, Abbeyhill and Leith Walk
primary, since 2015. We are developing long

term relationships with the schools in our
neighbourhood, with an aim that over time
the pupils feel like Collective is very much a
place for them, and our new home on Calton
Hill is a place where they can keep returning
to learn in ways which are both informative
and fun.
“We’re also delighted to receive this support
from Esh Border Construction for our schools
learning programme.”
The site – which is credited as being the
19th century ‘birthplace of astronomy and
timekeeping in Edinburgh’ – will be openedup for public use, with a new restaurant and
gallery space.

MEMBERS NEWS

Ramgopaul
graduates at 70!
A farmer from Trinidad graduated
from Edinburgh Napier University this
summer with a Masters of Business
Administration – at the age of 70.
Ramgopaul Roop achieved academic
success even though his parents Poyah
and Roop Bataw could not read or write.
Ramgopaul – who had seen his three
children study to degree level and beyond
– fulfilled his ambition by combining
full-time work on his smallholder farm
under the blazing tropical sun with long
nights of study, sometimes until sunrise.
His dedication paid off when he was
awarded an MBA with Distinction.
He said: “This being the last chance on
the last train, the only option was to sit
tight and hold on.
“The past 32 months have been very
challenging but stimulating. It shows there
is no age limit to academic achievement
and personal professional development.”
© Historic Environment Scotland

Historic sites celebrate
‘Outlander effect’ visitor surge
Scottish historic sites are
feeling the ‘Outlander effect’
as they celebrate a significant
surge in visitor numbers.
The start of the summer season 2017 has
seen sites in the care of Historic Environment
Scotland which have a starring role in the hit
TV series record dramatic increases in footfall
from the same period last year.
Blackness Castle - which features in the series
as the stand in for Fort William - has seen the
most significant rise in visitors, up 72% for the
period 1st April to 25th June 2017.
Doune Castle, famed for its role as the
fictional Castle Leoch, recorded an impressive
50% increase for the same period.
Other sites which recorded increased visitor
numbers after making a cameo appearance
in the series include:

The announcement comes as the historical
time-travel drama series made its UK
terrestrial television debut this week.
Stephen Duncan, Director of Commercial and
Tourism at Historic Environment Scotland,
who manages 300 Historic Scotland visitor
attractions, said: “I’m delighted to welcome
this boost in visitor numbers as we continue
to celebrate the Year of History, Heritage and
Archaeology.
“This is an excellent return on the investment
we have made across our estate. At Doune
Castle, for example, after upgrading the
visitor and retail offering, we have seen retail
income increase 62% for the year to date.
“Featuring in Outlander has opened up our
sites to a whole new audience, inspiring
more and more visitors to come and
discover the history behind these places,
further demonstrating the enduring value
and significance of heritage attractions in
Scotland.”

Ramgopaul – who is regional administrator
of the Caribbean Agribusiness Association
– studied online at Edinburgh Napier, one
module per trimester.
He was supported by his wife Beena,
who read and re-read drafts, and even
the family dog, Coco, who had a special
bed made up in Ramgopaul’s study.
He has used research from his MBA
dissertation to help develop a policy
framework for the cassava industry – a
21st century multi-purpose crop thought
to have the potential to transform the
economy of the Caribbean.
Soil and water management techniques
on his farm were also praised as “a
diversification dream” in his submission
to the 2017 Global Contest on Sound
Solution in Farming for Biodiversity.
Ramgopaul said: “The skills acquired in
writing assignments and my dissertation are
now being applied in my everyday activities.”
Mammed Bagher, Director of MBA
Programmes at Edinburgh Napier, said:
“Ramgopaul’s achievement is testament
to our ethos of education for all,
regardless of age or social background.”

n Aberdour Castle 58% increase
n Linlithgow Palace 43% increase
n Glasgow Cathedral 39% increase
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A decade of
delivering excellence
at Quartermile

Scott House, Mid New Cultins
West One Business Park
Edinburgh, EH11 4DH
T: 0131 458 4255
F: 0131 458 4254
E: edinburgh@srm.com

Find out more at
www.srm.com

OES Construction & Energy Ltd
We are constructing
OES Construction and Energy is an operating company based in Edinburgh.
Our business is ready to provide architectural and engineering services as consultancy
and/or construction for houses, flats, offices, hotels, hospitals and outsourcing
architecture companies.
SERVICES
Design stages
• Feasibility study
• Planning application

• Building warrant
• Tendering stage

Construction stages
• Construction contract
• Post contracting

OES Construction and Energy is also an active company in energy field.
OES Energy can provide services as EPC contractor or as consultant for:
• Sub-stations (AIS or GIS) • HV/MV/LV equipment supply and installation • Test and commissioning

Forsyth House | 93 George Street | Edinburgh | EH2 3ES
+44 7 585 582 509
info@oesconstructionandenergy.co.uk
www.oesconstructionandenergy.co.uk
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A truly world class experience
Edinburgh St James
is a hugely significant
development for both
Edinburgh and Scotland,
which will provide visitors
with a truly world class
experience, unrivalled
elsewhere in Scotland.
Upon completion in 2020, the mixeduse retail and leisure destination will
create around 3,000 jobs. To support
the development’s occupiers a bespoke
recruitment and training facility is being
created to ensure that these employers will
be able to find the right people at the right
time – and that employees are then helped to
grow and enhance their skills over time.
The facility, which will commence ahead
of opening, is being driven by Edinburgh St
James and involves the City of Edinburgh
Council, Capital City Partnership, and further
education centres.
By working in partnership with other
retail centres and hotels across Edinburgh,
including the airport and Fort Kinnaird, the
RHSA will ensure that initial jobs created
during 2020 will not draw talent out of the
rest of Edinburgh. Instead, the Academy has
a real commitment to developing a citywide
approach that all can benefit from.
Nevertheless, the aspirations of the facility go
much further than this. It will help to ensure
that the retail and leisure sector is seen as a
provider of appealing and rewarding careers,
and that paths into these opportunities are
put into place for young people. Secondly,
the facility will work with employers and
their staff to ensure that the quality of service
matches the first-rate calibre of the wider
Edinburgh St James development. By doing
this, the facility aims to set an example for
employers across Edinburgh as a whole,
encouraging others to work with the facility
to match the customer experience created at
Edinburgh St James, with associated returns
in terms of productivity and turnover.

success of them. A real emphasis will be
placed on promoting the facility via outreach
programmes held across Edinburgh’s different
communities, ensuring that job opportunities
are made available to all. Alongside
partnerships with education centres across
the city, the facility will be working with
partners to develop high quality foundation
apprenticeships, modern apprenticeships
and graduate apprenticeships, as well as an
academy degree course.

The recruitment and training facility will
therefore be working with pupils, teachers
and parents across Edinburgh to help them
become aware of the rewarding careers
available in the retail and hospitality sector at
Edinburgh St James and more widely across
the city, encouraging talented young people
to pursue these opportunities and make a

The recruitment and training facility will
help drive the quality of the customer
experience at Edinburgh St James through
the creation of a vigorous assessment centre
for potential recruits, and a ‘finishing school’
that will help them gain the skills, insights
and emotional intelligence needed to thrive
in work and create a great match with the

needs of employers. It will also adopt mystery
shoppers to assess customer service, pinpoint
weaknesses, recognise high performance,
and take forward collaborative approaches
across the sector.
The long-term vision of the facility will be
to act as a catalyst, ensuring that skill levels
in the retail and hospitality sector across
Edinburgh St James mirror the first-class
quality of the scheme as a whole, and
transform the appeal of retail and hospitality
jobs and careers for young and old alike. With
a focus on promoting unrivalled customer
service, the facility will play a vital role in
boosting the global reputation of Edinburgh
as a remarkable place to live, work and visit.
For any enquiries please get in touch at
hello@edinburghstjames.com
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FOCUS ON: SKILLS

Soft skills give hard value
When you are looking to
develop you career, how
do you put a value on your
people skills?

of the 70% failure rate documented by
McKinsey of all transformation efforts.

Think it’s impossible? Why not follow this this
99-year old test: take 85% of your monthly
paycheque and … well, that’s it! Research
dating from 1918 by the Carnegie Institute of
Technology found 85% of financial success
is down to communication and people skills,
with just 15% down to technical knowledge.
A century’s worth of studies and articles since
then validate the broad point: soft skills hold the
hardest value of all.

So how must corporate learning evolve, to get
newer employees along the curve faster, and
to offer the same levels of meaning and appeal
to the whole workforce, that the best designed
digital experiences have set as the benchmark?

For early-career stage professionals - who
increasingly expect early promotion, yet feel
less connected to institutions - this represents
a tough challenge. High-order people skills,
and learning how to have impact in complex
organisations, can take years to develop and
mature, if at all.
For organisations themselves, the stakes
are even higher. With today’s pace of
change business transformation is only
on an upwards curve. Nurturing dynamic,
creative, empowering leaders - at all
levels - remains a priority. Yet from entry,
graduate and apprenticeship programmes
are largely focused on technical preparation.
“Satisfactory” growth in leadership and
communication is not good enough, when
these competencies are not only key to
success, but, if lacking, they lie behind much

8
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The need to develop people capabilities, to
learn faster than change, has never been
greater.

We propose 6 linked tests for organisations
seeking a step change. A, B, and C are
the enablers for high-impact experiential
learning, and 1, 2, and 3 are the building
blocks to unlock that elusive hard value. Only
positive answers on all 6 score a pass.

(a) Addiction
Is your learning powerfully engaging enough for people to want to access your
portal to experience more, even outside work
hours?
(1) Trust
Are you developing, practicing and
testing the skills for building more internal
and external trust-based relationships,
including with customers?

(b) Risk-free
Do people routinely practice simulated
decision making and communication on
business-critical issues, including at levels
above and below their grade?

(2) Human Systems
Does your learning focus on taking
responsibility for managing role and
hierarchy-based barriers to change in your
organisation?

(c) Measurement
Do you incorporate measurement into your
learning, to track how your people deploy
and develop key soft skills in simulated
environments?
(3) People needs
Are you developing awareness and
understanding of different personality
preferences and communication strategies
in the workplace?
With 20+ year careers behind us in cross-sectoral
leadership roles, we’re building a new approach
to accelerate what we call Career Impact Skills
in organisations. We’re drawing inspiration from
world-leading frameworks across business,
education, sport, and the games industry. And
we’re working with executive coaches, including
BAFTA-nominated game design studio Ant
Workshop and best-selling espionage fiction
author Charles Cumming, to realise it.
We’d love to hear of any other training solution
that passes our test, and to discuss further
with organisations who would like to. Please
contact jamie@systemteams.com to arrange
a free trial of our up-coming Beta prototype.
Jamie Hume leads a new training provider,
FTX30. He is a former Director at PwC and Head
of the Strategy Unit for the Scottish Government.

MEMBER BENEFITS

Do you want
to grow your
business but
don’t know
where to turn?
Why not consider our
Business Mentoring
programme to see
what free help and
support we can
offer you.

The mentoring programme is designed for ambitious businesses and
social enterprises who want to realise their personal and business growth
ambitions, giving them the ability to take their company to new heights.

E f f i c i E n t. . . fA s t. . . r E l i A b l E . . . s A f E

With a pool of over 850 expert mentors registered with us, we can
match your business with a specialist who has the right skills and
experience to add value to the business.
We’ve already seen many great successes through the programme,
and we are sure there are many more to come! Here just one of our
Mentees below:
“Working with my mentor has enabled me to be more effective in
my business and my business processes. Planning has become key
to defining goals for the business, but how to reach and measure the
outcomes have become just as vital to the process.”
“A direct result of a more strategic approach has been an increase in the
annual turnover in the last financial year which surpassed target....”
If you are a Scottish Business generating a steady turnover and want
to increase this by £200,000 or more over a three year period, you are
eligible to access this funded service.
For more information and an informal chat please contact Richard
Ellis on 0131 221 2999 (option 1) or email Richard –
richard.ellis@edinburghchamber.co.uk
This service is delivered in partnership between Scottish Enterprise
and Scottish Chambers of Commerce.

For all corporate, personal
& airport transFer Fares:
www.citycabs.co.uk
Get the City Cabs app on iPhone and Android
Pay using Apple Pay or contactless payments

need a liFt?:
call

0131 228 1211
a carbon neutral company
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The exciting re-birth of an iconic building
One of the most exciting developments in Edinburgh in recent times is taking shape,
allowing people to stay in one of the city’s most iconic and celebrated buildings.
Having stood empty for almost a decade, the
former Royal Bank of Scotland building in
St Andrew Square was acquired by property
developers The Chris Stewart Group, parent
company of Lateral City Apartments, and
is being re-born as The Edinburgh Grand,
comprising 50 serviced apartments.

traditional five star hotels. Now, developments
from companies such as ourselves are up there.
“We are aiming for the apartments to feel like
home, but better. We’ve put some serious
thought into designing apartments that not
only encourage easy living, but look stunning
from floor-to-ceiling. We are providing the
best bits of hotel service with the added
freedom of apartment living and people are
telling us that they like the independent way
of living that we offer.”

For Lateral City General Manager Gavin
MacLennan, seeing the building come back
to life is a joy.
He said: “The building is one of the city’s best
known landmarks but it had stood empty
for almost a decade since the Royal Bank of
Scotland left so it is really exciting to see the
work progress.”
The refurbishment is being carried out with
the respect for heritage that characterises all
Lateral City’s properties in the city with original
features restored and artfully woven into the
design to create a luxurious new residence.
The result of mixing authentic features
with new designs for the 21st Century is a
beguiling mixture of styles that enhance what
were already unbelievably beautiful spaces.
Gavin said: “The work is being carried out with
great respect for the building’s history. People
know the building and the feedback we are
receiving is that they like what we are doing.
“Our teams have been working to blend in
the historical elements of the building with
the new designs, including retaining many of
the original features.

10
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“We are finding fascinating spaces and
features all the time and wherever we can we
are retaining them as part of the building.”
The result is a wide range of apartments
accommodating from one to six guests. They
come in a gamut of shapes and sizes, from
uniquely configured Grand Studios, to the
three-bedroom, rooftop Penthouse with its
staggering 360 degree panoramic view.
Gavin said: “To stand in the penthouse and
look round the city is a stunning experience.”
The development is part of a buoyant
scene as Edinburgh continues to thrive with
increasing numbers of visitors.
Gavin said: “What is happening in Edinburgh
is astonishing. If you went back a few years
and looked at the recommendations on Trip
Advisor, the list in Scotland would be led by the

Lateral City’s eclectic portfolio of apartments
includes three distinct and magnificent
properties in Edinburgh, among them Old
Town Chambers and Merchiston Residence.
Unique and idiosyncratic in character
they celebrate the unusual and all share
the company’s passion for stylish design,
contemporary features and ultra-modern
technology.
Apartments in The Edinburgh Grand will be
available at the end of the year. You can find
out more at www.lateralcity.com

ADVERTORIAL

We speak with Kate Polson, CEO of Rock Trust
Who are the Rock Trust?
Founded in 1991, we are a Scottish charity.
working with 16-25 year olds in Edinburgh
and the Lothians who are homeless or at risk
of becoming homeless.

Why do you only work with young people?
16-25 year olds make up over 30% of homeless
people in Scotland and in most cases they
need access to specific support related to their
youth. So, as well as providing housing support
and expert advice, we aim to build young
people’s independent living skills and help
them to fulfil their potential. The emphasis is
on education and skill-development, alongside
more holistic support.
We believe that it is totally unacceptable that
ANY young person should ever be in such
a difficult or vulnerable position as to be
homeless or forced onto the street.

Tell me about your Sleep Out
We have been running Sleep Out for 24 years as

an event to raise funds for our frontline services
and raise awareness of youth homelessness.
Our Sleep Out is part of the national campaign
Ending Youth Homelessness.
The idea behind the event is that individuals or
teams from companies or community groups
can be sponsored to spend a night on the
streets so that young people don’t have to.
This year’s Sleep Out takes place in the
heart of Edinburgh, at Festival Square, on
November 3rd.
Every year we have a number of corporate
teams taking part in Sleep Out and they
have been a huge boost to the impact of this
event, both though their fundraising and their
championing of the cause.

24th
annual
The sponsorship
target is £250 per person.
What do you want from participants?
For example, a team of 4 should aim to
hit £1000. The sponsorship money raised
is absolutely vital for us to maintain our

frontline services, supporting young
homeless people to build the personal skills
and resources required to make a positive
and healthy transition to adulthood, while
avoiding or moving on from homelessness.

What happens on the night?
The idea is NOT to match the sense of danger,
hopelessness and hunger which many young
homeless people face. So, the event includes
live entertainment, hot food and drink, and
interactive activities so that everyone stays
warm and has fun. Check out our youtube
page to see videos of previous years Sleep Outs.

How do we get involved?
All you need to do is register at
www.rocktrust.org. Spaces are limited so if
you want to come and join us then secure
your spaces early and this also gives you
more time to raise funds too! If you want
to know some more about the event or our
work then you can email us at
events@rocktrust.org.

24th
annual

FOR JUST ONE NIGHT

FOR JUST ONE NIGHT
SWAP YOUR BED FOR A SLEEPING BAG AND HELP GIVE YOUNG HOMELESS
SWAP YOUR BED
FORAAFUTURE
SLEEPING BAG AND
PEOPLE
HELP GIVE YOUNG HOMELESS PEOPLE A FUTURE
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 3RD 2017
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 3RD 2017
FESTIVALSQUARE,
SQUARE,EDINBURGH
EDINBURGH
FESTIVAL
REGISTERAS
ASAN
ANINDIVIDUAL
INDIVIDUALOR
ORTEAM
TEAMTODAY!
TODAY!
REGISTER

Team building
Team building
Entertainment
Entertainment
Hot Hot
food
and
food
anddrink
drink
Special
Guests
Special Guests

TheThe
Rock
Trust:
SC018708.Scottish
ScottishCompany
CompanyNo.No.
146616.
Rock
Trust:Registered
RegisteredScottish
ScottishCharity
Charity No.
No. SCO18708.
146616.

www.rocktrust.org

@Rocktrust_tweet

The Rock Trust
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Fast-growing North East technology company Nutshell Apps
partners with industry giant IBM to offer class-leading security
for self-build mobile apps
enterprise-level clients. They are offering a
single platform through which to manage
corporate-issued devices and bring-yourown-device (BYOD) initiatives, with a suite of
tools that allow companies to control how
employees use their mobile devices and how
they interact with sensitive data.

North East based software-as-a-service (SaaS)
solution, Nutshell Apps, who are pioneering
in zero-code mobile app development,
announced their partnership with IBM,
providing their clients the most comprehensive
enterprise device management solution.
By expanding their portfolio to include
MaaS360, Nutshell Apps are addressing the
rapidly growing trend of employee smartphone
and tablet use in the workplace, and their
clients’ requirement to securely manage them.
Alex Nichol, Nutshell Apps Product Director,
commented: “The biggest question for
most organisations when confronting the
enormous challenge of enterprise mobility is
how to build a suite of multi-platform mobile
apps that deliver genuine value quickly, costefficiently and with minimal risk.”
As Nutshell Apps are the world’s only no-code
mobile app development platform that enables
non-technical people to build, test and deploy
their own business apps without writing a single
line of code, they’ve solved that problem by

“allowing business analysts, operations managers
and frontline staff to solve their own mobility
challenges without bothering the IT department
or burning cash on expensive developers.”
Mr Nichol continued: “For most SMEs, Nutshell’s
built-in encryption and validation tools are
everything they need. For larger enterprises,
however, especially those in the government
or healthcare sectors, security concerns extend
well beyond the technology itself and into the
prevention of misuse by employees”.

“We’re thrilled to have partnered with IBM as
we continue to help organisations of all sizes
drive genuine innovation. We’re right there
on the frontline, as our clients prepare for the
next evolution in enterprise mobility, which
is an incredibly exciting place to be.” Martyn
Cuthbert, MD Nutshell Apps.
Find out more about Nutshell Apps by
visiting nutshellapps.com or call
0191 499 8507

This partnership is providing a level of
security and data integrity that would fit most

E F F i C i E n t. . . FA s t. . . r E l i A b l E . . . s A F E

WiFi, CONTACTLESS
PAYMENTS
& APPLE PAY
City Cabs are keeping you connected with our on-board
complimentary WiFi, and at the end of the journey you
can pay using Apple Pay or contactless.
City Cabs – Keeping up with technology since 1925.

IFI

FREE W
LESS
NTACT

CO

NTS

PAYME

E APP!

GET TH

NEEd A LIFT? Call 0131 228 1211
TWITTER: @citycabsedin FACEBOOK: CityCabsEdinburghLtd
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FEATURE: DIGITAL FOCUS

ScotLIS: transforming how land
information is accessed
ScotLIS - Scotland’s Land Information Service - is currently in development by a dedicated
team at Registers of Scotland (RoS). Allowing citizens, communities, professionals and
business users to find out comprehensive information about any piece of land or property
in Scotland with a single enquiry, it will transform the way land register data is accessed.
ScotLIS provides a platform for professionals
and the public to easily access RoS ownership
information using innovative map-based
searching, and for the first time users can
view a ‘heat’ map of registered titles. Utilising
intuitive ‘one field’ search functionality, ScotLIS
is able to provide users with data based on
the initial information available to them.
By inputting the address, title number or
postcode, users are then instantly provided
with the relevant land or property information.
The new service also provides users with the
flexibility to add other “layers” to give context
and share data from other sources.
RoS is undergoing a significant digital
transformation; moving from a paper-based
organisation to one that does things digitally
as the first option. Our new digital products
and services like ScotLIS are developed
iteratively, using agile methodologies. This
means that extensive user research has
been completed before launch. We have
been getting feedback from a range of
users and responding to it throughout the
process; ensuring user needs are identified
and the product is built in response to those
needs. We recently invited a cross-section
of our customers to our alpha day event;
participants included solicitors, mappers and
representatives from local authorities, to help
us identify what will be needed from ScotLIS.
Collaboration like this is vital to the
development of new services as part of our
digital transformation programme at RoS.
These events give us the opportunity to demo
ScotLIS, and allow users to provide suggestions
for improvement, new ideas and to share their
knowledge with us. Feedback on ScotLIS has
been positive but we will continue to undertake
user research so that the service will grow to
meet the needs of both the public as well as
professional customers.

The team has also recently been out and
about visiting customers and attending
events around the country, providing an
opportunity to find out more about ScotLIS,
the benefits of using it, as well as giving users
the chance to try out the online alpha version
for themselves.

Beta phase of development over the summer
and over the coming weeks and months,
we’ll be out visiting customers and attending
events, providing an opportunity to find out
more about ScotLIS and the benefits of using
it. User research sessions are also taking place
throughout Scotland in July and August.

The customer journey is key and we have
identified how our customers will look to use
this service. RoS’ user experience (UX) panel,
made up of ‘professional-user’ participants
from the conveyancing market and wider
citizen groups has helped ensure we deliver
a service with the principle of meeting user
needs at its heart.

The next stage is Beta. Beta is the phase of
development when a selection of the
intended audience tries the product/service
out and provides feedback. Participants from
a range of sectors will be involved in beta but
we will start small and get quick feedback
before rolling the service out to a wider
audience in time. ScotLIS will move into the

ScotLIS will be designed with the user at
heart, continuingly redesigned and evolving
based on the needs of the user. Therefore, we
need your help to develop ScotLIS along the
way. If you would like to be involved in the
development phase of ScotLIS, please sign up
to become part of our user experience panel
at www.ros.gov.uk
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Co-working space options from Steelcase

office furniture & interior professionals
Combining comfort and function to create inspirational workspaces

Tel 0141 225 5170
www.alphascotland.com

e hello@alphascotland.com

Alpha Scotland is part of the Alpha Group

@AlphaGrpOffice

Do you know the value of your parking space?

£20 MILLION
£2,000
5 MINUTES

is spent by drivers on parking
in Edinburgh every year

of that could be yours

is all it takes.

Call us to start a new revenue stream and get your space working for you

0131 516 1607
Powered by

www.spacehopper.com

m16768 Spacehopper Advert Half Page AW.indd 1
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Download the app and get started

Oﬃce space in
Edinburgh
that
Oﬃce
space
in lets
your business
Edinburgh
thatgrow
lets
your
business
grow
Take the space you need today with the ﬂexibility to take

more or change location as your business expands. You’ll
ﬁnd everything you need, all covered by a simple, allTake
the space
inclusive
price. you need today with the ﬂexibility to take
more or change location as your business expands. You’ll
ﬁnd everything you need, all covered by a simple, allinclusive price.
Visit one of our 6 locations in Edinburgh and we’ll show you
how.
0800 756 2501 regus.co.uk
August/September 2017
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MSP VIEW

Creating opportunities to develop modern
future-proofed skills
to the recommendations made, we set up
the Developing the Young Workforce (DYW)
programme which has a headline target to
reduce youth unemployment by 40% by 2021.
We are making excellent progress with
the DYW agenda, including creating new
vocational learning options, and embedding
employer engagement in education. We are
now seeing a remarkable turnaround in levels
of youth unemployment. The most up-todate figures released show Scotland’s youth
unemployment levels are lower than the UK,
and are amongst the lowest in Europe EU.

Jamie Hepburn,
Minister for
Employability
and Training

Creating opportunities to
develop modern futureproofed skills is a priority for
the Scottish Government,
as we need to ensure our
workforce has the right
attributes to thrive in the
21st century economy.
Despite the size and the complexity of that
challenge, we are working in partnership with
many others, to find the best way to meet it.
And our efforts are paying off with the
foundations of Scotland’s economy
remaining strong.
I am particularly proud of the progress made
helping young people into work. Following
the financial crisis, youth unemployment
in Scotland grew to levels that no-one ever
wants to see again: 25% at its highest.
That’s why we established the independent
Commission for Developing Scotland’s Young
Workforce led by Sir Ian Wood. In response

The Groups are industry led, and focus on
bridging the gap between employers and
education. They have already engaged with
over 3500 employers across Scotland, and that
will increase further after we launched of our
final three groups in Shetland, Orkney and the
Outer Hebrides in June which completes the
network of groups across Scotland.
While helping young people into work is a
key part of our training and skills agenda,
we also need to support employers to meet
their current and future workforce needs in a
rapidly changing environment.
Through Skills Development Scotland
we established the industry-led Scottish
Apprenticeship Advisory Board which brings
the Scottish employer voice to the centre
of the development of the apprenticeship
programme.
We are using Scotland’s share of funding
from the UK Government’s apprenticeship
levy to support a range of employment
measures, including expansion of the Modern
Apprenticeship scheme to 30,000 starts per
year by 2020, alongside other measures to help
employers up-skill and re-skill their workforce.
While the UK Government imposed this levy
on Scotland without consultation, we have
done all we can to involve employers in
decisions on how the funding is spent.
This includes expanding our Graduate Level and
Foundation Apprenticeships, which will give
more individuals the chance to take on work-

based learning through universities and schools.
We have introduced a new Rural Supplement
to help support training provision in more
remote areas, we are removing public sector
restrictions around MA funding, increasing
the opportunities for apprentices over 25,
and enhancing contribution rates for disabled
people and those under the age of 29 with
experience of care.
Our new £10 million Flexible Workforce
Development Fund which will create
opportunities for employers to up-skill and
reskill their existing workforce, plus address
skills gaps.
And we are taking forward proposals to
refocus Individual Learning Accounts and
rebrand them as Individual Training Accounts,
which will improve the quality of courses and
ensure that they result in industry recognised
qualifications.
Our £36 million Digital Growth fund will look
to provide loans over the next three years to
fill the critical gap of 12,000 more people in
digital roles such as cyber security, software
engineers and data analytics experts - which
are needed every year in Scotland alone
And as we implement the Enterprise & Skills
Review, we will take steps to ensure that
employer demand is systematically and
permanently built into skills investment
across both the Funding Council and Skills
Development Scotland.
Finally, having a long-term illness or disability
is the most common reason for those aged
16 to 64 to be excluded from work. We
recently launched Work First Scotland and
Work Able Scotland to support these people
back into work, and we are on track to deliver
our distinctly Scottish programme of support,
Fair Start Scotland, from April 2018.
There is no doubt our approach to delivering
publicly funded education, skills and training is
working. But there is much still to do, and we
look forward to working with organisations
like the Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce to
make the difference we need to make.

I am particularly proud of the progress made helping
young people into work. Following the financial crisis,
youth unemployment in Scotland grew to levels that
no-one ever wants to see again: 25% at its highest.
16
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GET GOING
Name: Oliver Tidman
Business name: Tidman Legal
Start up date: 14 Febuary 2017
Website: www.tidmanlegal.com
Q Tell us a bit about your business?
A I help individuals and companies of all
sizes protect, commercialise and enforce
their ideas, innovations and business
investment against copycats.
Q What makes your company unique?
A A “pick up the phone and just give us
a call” philosophy. I do not believe in
charging on the clock.
Q What motivated you to set up in
business?
A I wanted to offer something different,
more practical and less obviously legal.

Q How long have you been trading?
A The business has been up and running
since 14 February 2017.
Q What do you like most about running
your own company?
A Helping clients achieve their business
goals, while learning about their latest
creations and technology.
Q What has been your greatest business
success to date?
A Being able to assist really interesting
businesses and people I would never
have been able to help at other firms.

Q How many staff do you manage?
Q What has been the hardest part of
A I am trying to manage myself. Once the
setting up your own business?
business is more established, I will look to A Financially, running your own business is
recruit more heads.
a sink-or-swim existence, which brings a
fair amount of stress with it.

Q In terms of business achievements,
where do you want to be within the
next 5 years?
A Increase my involvement with ECC and
meet even more entrepreneurs.
Q What advice would you give to
someone thinking of starting up their
own company?
A Go for it. Do your homework, call on your
contacts and believe in yourself.

Coaching Millennials to get the best bang for your buck!
Attracting and keeping younger workers
as one of their biggest challenges facing
businesses. Uppity Millennials it seems are not
prepared to kowtow to the current corporate
rule-book. They’re looking for workplace
cultures they can believe in, environments
choc-full of challenge, all on a time clock that’s
sympathetic to their outside work interests.
As a fast-paced agency, Represent thrives on
the energy Millennials bring to the mix. We
enlisted global leadership coach, Ros Taylor
to help us retain our best talent. Here’s a little
of what we learned …

Feedback is their oxygen. Use it to fuel
great performance.
Millennials live on feedback so adapting
your current leadership style to coach
rather than dictate will provide Millennials
with challenges they crave, within the
safe boundaries of firm objectives, regular
feedback and support.

Be clear the secret ingredient for success
is hard work
While there are no shortcuts for hard graft
make sure your organisation actively
counterbalances this with opportunities for
fun and new or exciting experiences.

Think about learning styles
Millennials don’t feel constrained by an office
as they work over coffee, stand to work and

find ways to fit tasks into shorter chunks
throughout the day. Make it work for your
organisation but keep an open mind.

Collaborative working
Millennials are pack animals. They are used
to working in teams, being friends with work
colleagues and building networks easily
so we focus on collaborative working and

find time for listening, understanding and
respecting differences.
Millennials are prepared to vote with their
feet. If there’s no path carved out for them
they’ll leave. Give yourself the skills to
coach, bring interesting learning into your
organisation and you’ll show a new breed
how to make it to the top.

August/September 2017
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SECRET OF SUCCESS

Name: Alastair Scott
Business name: 2020 Productions
Website: www.2020productions.com
Q1. How did you get into your role?
I began my career working in Theatre, and after freelancing in
Production for a number of years, I launched a Company in 1990 with
long term friend, Andy MacKay. When he moved to the US in 2002 to
run our business there, I became MD of the European business.
Q2. What is your proudest achievement?
Being part of teams that have delivered hugely successful
projects always filled me with pride – sometimes high profile –
Eurovision, British Fashion Awards, United Nations – sometimes
lower profile – but always rewarding. Seeing my team grow and
develop has always made me very proud.
Q3. Where would you like to be in 5 years time?
In five years I would hope the business has grown yet again,
and that frees me up to look more at new markets and new
opportunities. The world is changing quicker than ever before,
and I love the challenge of, not just keeping up, but leading the
new wave.
Q4. What is your biggest passion (in and out of work)?
In work my biggest passion is seeing our diverse creatives
coming together to produce something special. I love seeing that
(especially when I’m not part of it – which might sound odd).
Whether it’s film, an event, a digital product or a piece of creative
artwork – or all 4 – it’s what gets me up in the morning.
Out of work of course I’m passionate about my family - making
sure they are looked after and that my kids grow up with
good values, and a good education, and a happy home. I like
motorcycles, cycling, drumming, gardening and red wine. Not in
that order though…..
Q5. How do you wind down after a busy day at work?
My family, garden, bikes, PureGym, dog, all help wind down at
the end of the day – again sometimes helped along with a glass
of red.

Q6. Who has been the biggest influence in your career?
I’ve been influenced by people all through my career – mostly
older than me – but not all. My first boss – a real technical
perfectionist. My current mentor – a real people person. I worked
with a Creative Director for many years who I hugely admired
and have tried to emulate from a creative side.
I have stayed in touch with these people for many years and they
still play a part in my attitudes to work. Even though they might
not know it.
Q7. What is the best piece of advice you have been given?
My Dad always jokingly said ‘make as many friends on the way
up – ‘cos you’ll certainly need them on the way down’. I liked
that, and if I ever need anything I have luckily made a lot of
friends in our industry! But my other favourite piece of advice I
was given was ‘make sure everyone in your team is better than
you’. I know that this is true!
Q8. Describe your approach to work in 3 words?
Honest. Demanding. Thoughtful.

NEW MEMBERS
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Engaging People

Bluefin

Kore Transformation

George Street Apple Apartments

Hotel du Vin Edinburgh

Onestop IT

Latvian Honorary Consulate

Sarah Buchanan-Smith Consulting Ltd

L.A.Media Ltd.

Dr Katrin Brauer

Tech Enabled Ltd

Olivia McLaren LTD
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Edinburgh Wealth Management Limited
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Andrew JL Ansell
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Upright Creative
360 HR Solutions
Shawbrook Bank Limited
Thinktastic
Victim Support Scotland

ASK THE EXPERT

The war for talent and its impact on SME’s
Calling it a war may seem
a little extreme but there
is no doubt that finding
and retaining great people
is a major headache.
The impact of getting it
wrong can have significant
consequences perhaps even
more so for SME’s than larger
organisations.
We’ve certainly found huge competition
for often scarce skills sets across all sectors.
The ability to identify and attract individuals
who can have a significantly positive impact
for your business can bring tremendous
competitive advantage.
As a recruiter and business owner I have
experienced the challenge from both
sides and have seen at first hand the pain
involved in making a poor hire. I’ve also
seen the transformational capability even
one outstanding individual can make to a
business, particularly in the early stages. I
am the first to admit that recruitment is not
an exact science, however, there are steps
that can be taken to improve the candidate
pool, increase objectivity and ultimately the
success of the recruitment process.

Quality over quantity
The quality and relevance of the candidates
who apply is much more important than
volume and one of the key factors is to be
clear on who you’re looking for from the
outset. This is not just about creating a job
description but really thinking through what
value you want this person to bring, what are
they likely to be doing now, who will they
be working for. You should also consider the
salary you are offering and the benefits that
are likely to be attractive to them.
Money can be tight in a small business and
there are internal structures to consider but
the difference between a good candidate and
an outstanding one will more than repay the
additional investment many times over.

Finding your candidate
It’s tempting to create a wish list but
developing a realistic role and candidate
profile will save a great deal of time further
down the line.
Taking a multi-channel approach to sourcing

Chris Logue,
Director,
Eden Scott

candidates can add significantly to your
numbers and quality of response – job
boards, social media (especially LinkedIn) and
recruitment consultancies all have something
to offer but the main thing business owners
or managers can do is “sell” the opportunity.
Don’t just put a list of activities and
responsibilities, put yourself in the mind of
the people you are trying to attract – why
should they want this job?
Promote your company, its ethos, vision,
culture, leadership and the long-term
opportunity afforded by joining. It is
important you highlight the personality fit
as well as the experience required. Make
sure any communication you produce or
interaction with your recruiters reflects your
brand personality and the type of company
you are as it is this that will ultimately attract
the right type of individual most likely to
enjoy working with you.

Interview process
Most SME’s have no internal recruitment
specialist so it’s important that those
undertaking the interviews have the right
training to understand the dos and don’ts of
the process. There are a range of interview
techniques that will suit different roles and it
is important to use the right approach.
Finally, while it isn’t always easy it is
important to go into an interview without
any preconceptions. For instance, I’ve seen
many situations where leaders are concerned
that a talented candidate will be a threat. It
is important to engender the belief that by
hiring the best you will not only enhance the
business but your own career too.
People are the heart and soul of every
organisation. Don’t compromise - hire the
best you can!
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SQA Journeys
Developing the workforce
of tomorrow

Business Development T: 0303 333 0330 E: mycentre@sqa.org.uk W: www.sqa.org.uk/journeys

Developing the Young Workforce
In January 2013, the Scottish Government set
up The Education Working for All! — Commission
for Developing Scotland’s Young Workforce.
Through extensive consultations with leading
figures in education, business and equalities
groups, the Commission outlined the importance
of vocational education and its role in the Scottish
education system.
Developing the Young Workforce — Scotland’s
Youth Employment Strategy (DYW) includes the
detailed plans, agreed with local government, to
implement the Commission’s recommendations.
DYW aims to improve the options available to
young people, and reduce youth unemployment
by preparing young people for the workplace,
giving them the skills that employers need.

SQA Journeys
SQA is a key partner for DYW. We are uniquely
placed to support DYW because we already work
closely with training providers, employers, colleges
and schools, as well as local authorities and SDS.

We understand the needs of learners and employers.
We can help one group to help the other, creating
a more qualified, more motivated and more
productive workforce.
Our wide range of robust, relevant and respected
qualifications link directly into DYW. They are
designed and continually reviewed in partnership
with industry to develop the workplace skills and
experience needed in the real working world to
make businesses more competitive and Scotland’s
economy more dynamic.
SQA qualifications sit at various levels, allowing the
learner to move from one qualification to the next
or to change paths at an equivalent level.

DYW Regional Support
SQA Regional Managers are actively involved in all
of the DYW Regional Groups across Scotland.
Every business working with SQA has a dedicated
Account Manager — one point of contact who will
take the time to get to know you and how you
work. We can provide the best possible advice and
guidance for qualifications and skills development
relevant at a local level relevant to you.

SQA Working with you
Your Account Manager will advise you on the best
possible journey for enhancing your industry’s
young workforce. Working together, we can give
Scotland a happier, more productive, more reliable
and more skilled workforce.
Find out where SQA Journeys can take
your business.
www.sqa.org.uk/journeys

SPECIAL REPORT: PEOPLE, TALENT AND SKILLS

Unlocking your employees potential in ever
changing times
By Peter Proud, Managing
Director, Cortex Worldwide
Organizations’ who take time to invest in and
understand the diverse needs and emerging
talents of their employees are the ones most
likely to succeed and prosper in this ultra-fast
Digital Age.
What do 1st April 1976, 4th April 1975, 4th
February 2004, 4th September 1998 and 5th
July 1994 have in common?
These were the first day-of-trading for the
five largest companies in the world: Apple,
Microsoft, Facebook, Google and Amazon.
They have one other thing in common: none
existed - in fact the industry within which I
have spent my entire career did not really
exist - when I walked to school for my first
day as a nervous five-year-old.
So what does this tell us about the world
we live and work in today and the skills our
employees’ need? The only constant is change.
Today’s modern workplace and the skills
required to survive are dynamic, and are not
just about academic knowledge. Critical for
the modern worker is the ability to learn,
adapt, innovate and to be confident enough
to make mistakes and to learn from them.
Personality is essential: my staff must “team” well,
communicating both internally with co-workers
and externally with partners and clients. Being
able to ask for help, and admit when they are
unsure about something for me also represents
a major strength, not a weakness.
Cortex may be a three-year-old company,
but something we identified very early on
was a requirement to train our own junior
staff, fostering their personal growth within
a developing Cortex culture. We are in the
second year of our Apprentice Scheme - two
employees in their second year with a further
two in first year - and have put together a
blend of vocational and academic training
and industry standard accreditation.
The focus is around a four-year plan
where they acquire the highly sought after
Microsoft Certified Solution Developer (MCSD)
qualification. We're also working with Napier
University BSC (Hons) day-release plus
work rotation in different departments spanning
development, project management, quality
assurance, backed up by technical pre-sales to
gain a broad understanding of our business.
To keep ‘ahead’ in business, it requires an
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Peter Proud
Managing Director
Cortex Worldwide

investment both of time and of hard work.
Employees should be encouraged to attend
conferences and courses; they should have
access to appropriate data and exposure to
the latest changes in their chosen field. The
way to keep in front is to ensure your staff are
always in front.

their views, and the way in which they learn.
Training should be focused on leveraging
their talents to get the very best out of them rather than trying to force functions/skills that
are not suited to them. I know myself, I could
attend multiple finance courses, yet always
struggle with accounting!

Having a strong, effective and most of all
relevant digital strategy for your organisation
really is vital nowadays. However, the key to
digital technology is how it is applied, just
like any other tool. In the hands of someone
trained its undisputed power will be leveraged
to produce great work; in untrained hands it
can pose great risks.

Only by understanding your employees:
getting to know them, their skills, weaknesses,
aspirations, overall wellbeing and tailoring
a training plan accordingly, will you enable
them to realise their full potential for the
good of the business.

Every employee is unique. They are unique
in their talents and skills, their personality,

SPECIAL REPORT: PEOPLE, TALENT AND SKILLS

Strong foundation builds on success
Employers, schools and
pupils in Edinburgh and the
Lothians are being urged
to get on board with a new
programme designed to help
senior pupils get work-ready
in booming business sectors.
The Foundation Apprentices programme
run by Skills Development Scotland (SDS)
continues to grow, with the work-based
learning qualification now on offer to school
pupils throughout Scotland.

Apprenticeships programme in the Edinburgh
area, said :
“At the moment, hundreds of young people
are taking up the opportunity, but our target
is to move that over the next 2-3 years so that
thousands of young people are engaged. To
do that, we need more schools, employers
and pupils to participate.”
Pupils can currently apply for the existing and
new frameworks:
n Business Skills
n Civil Engineering
n Creative and Digital Media (new)

Foundation Apprenticeships are a workbased learning opportunity for senior-phase
secondary school pupils. Lasting one or two
years, pupils typically begin their Foundation
Apprenticeship in S5. Young people spend
time out of school, with a learning provider
and with a local employer, and complete the
Foundation Apprenticeship alongside their
other subjects like National 5s and Highers.

n Engineering

Approximately 1,900 Foundation
Apprenticeship places are available after the
summer holidays across all local authority
areas and in 10 frameworks, designed by
industry in identified key growth sectors.

n Software Development

Dylan White, who runs the Foundation

n Financial Services
n Hardware and System Support
n Scientific Technologies (new)
n Social Services – Children and Young People
n Social Services and Healthcare

“By giving young people earlier exposure
to the world of work, we’re helping them
develop the skills, experience and knowledge
they’ll need when they leave school.
“For young people it’s the chance to get a
head start on their careers by gaining an
industry-recognised qualification, work on
real projects and broaden their career options
when they leave school. And for employers,
it’s the chance to attract highly motivated
and committed young people before they
leave school shaping the next generation
of talent their business needs. The Scottish
Government has set ambitious targets, to
have 5,000 Foundation Apprenticeship places
on offer by 2020 across Scotland – around 13
per school. Anecdotal evidence to date has
been very positive.
Dylan added: “We can’t read too much into
the numbers yet, we don’t have enough data,
but early indications are promising. We are
seeing around a third of those completing
their Foundation Apprenticeships graduating
to work or Modern Apprenticeships, around
a third going into Higher Education, and
around a third into Colleges.

“We developed Foundation Apprenticeships
to help young people gain valuable, realworld work experience and access workbased learning while they’re still at school.
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SPECIAL REPORT: PEOPLE, TALENT AND SKILLS

Developing our workforce in
a digital age
A lot is being written about the ever increasing skills shortages we face as a nation. In many
sectors there are huge gaps in people with the required skills to fulfil the roles we have. So
what are we all doing to help bridge this gap and protect our future businesses, but also give
opportunity for all?
Huw Martin

I run an IT, Business Change & Digital
Recruitment Company that provides
professionals for companies across the
UK. More often than not, we find ourselves
obsessing over those must-have technical
skills, the job-specific qualifications, finding
the elusive perfect candidates – or as most
people might say; finding a needle in the
haystack. This got me thinking – what will the
future look like with an ever increasing need
for talent and a potentially shrinking pool
(especially with immigration rules tightening
all the time).
It is widely acknowledged that we need to
start earlier; attract and inspire the younger
generations to engage with a topic or
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subject. But how can this work for each and
every job out there? How do we prioritise
what are the most important subjects and
skills to develop? How do we inspire all
children to achieve a positive destination,
especially young people who come from
challenging home lives and without access
to positive role models? If we accept that we
as employers need to find ways of inspiring
future generations of potential employees,
how do we best achieve this?
At Standard Life in 1997, not only did I
perform the prestigious role of department
mail boy for the EPP Claims area, I also
became the welcoming face for the school
leavers that joined the company.

SPECIAL REPORT: PEOPLE, TALENT AND SKILLS
Fresh out of school - with no experience of
work let alone in a large corporate company these cohorts of teenagers would be let loose
in various departments, and with plenty of
training, support and guidance, would begin
their journey into the world of work. Playing
a very small part of this, I was a friendly face
who helped orientate the youngsters on their
first weeks.
For many years such school leaver schemes
across the industry were paused, shrunk or
halted completely. I cannot help but think that
this under-investment in youth talent has been
a major contributor to the problems we have
today. A drive for efficiency, on cost control and
the bottom line meant that schemes enabling
companies to shape their future workforce by
inspiring and developing youth talent more
often than not simply stopped or shrunk to a
fraction of the size of years previous.
So what are we doing to address this problem?
Especially in the digital world where young
people are ‘digital natives’ and we, the older
generations are referred to as ‘digital immigrants’.
Developing the Young Workforce, Scotland’s
youth employment strategy, has been
founded with these challenges in mind.
The main purpose is to ask businesses to
be more involved in shaping and recruiting
youth talent, with educators and businesses
working together as co-investors to create a
skilled workforce for Scotland’s future.
There are many initiatives underway across
the country to try and help develop the skills
required to fulfil the need of our companies,
whilst giving opportunities to all. From
modern apprenticeships, graduate level
apprenticeships and intern programmes to
Codeclan, there is a huge acceptance that
we all have to do more to quickly change
the tide of increasing demand for skills and a
perceived lack of resources.
Over the years, we’ve seen the success
and engagement of school and employer
initiatives often solely down to the enthusiasm
of parents and teachers. There were keen

parents who would lobby the teachers at the
school gates to ask them to consider certain
courses or topics of curriculum that may
interest the children. Work experience was all
about who you knew or who you were friends
with, and internship opportunities were often
offered to family members or people within
certain social circles.
This has meant that those groups/schools or
colleges without the prestige or brand can
often be ignored by local companies, and
those children may miss opportunities they
did not know existed – and companies miss
out on the talent available to them.
However, there is now a way that these
problems can be addressed. A place where
companies and educators can link up in a
consistent way and inspire and educate all
young people within the region - and that
is Marketplace (https://www.ourskillsforce.
co.uk/invest-in-young-people/marketplace/).

Inform and Invest in the future. It helps build
young people’s job readiness, increase their
career options and grow their knowledge
of the world of work. At the same time,
organisations can source their future
workforce, address skills gaps and shape
young talent.
Companies can offer courses, training or
inspirational events; then schools or colleges
across the region simply review and take up
the offers.
To have a central platform that can help
bridge the gap between businesses in the
area and educators can only be a good
thing in terms of helping build and inspire
our future workforce. If you’re an employer
who wants to give something back to the
community in which you are based then sign
up to Marketplace and help shape the future
workforce for years to come.

Marketplace is an online tool to help Inspire,

"At Standard Life in 1997, not only did I perform the
prestigious role of department mail boy for the EPP
Claims area, I also became the welcoming face for
the school leavers that joined the company."
August/September 2017
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Learning from the very best with the
Institute for Management Studies
One of the keys to succeeding in business is recognising how to access high quality learning
and development interventions that help drive the individual, team and business forward.
Joining The Institute for Management Studies
(IMS) makes great sense! For a modest
annual fee, organisations and companies
can enjoy seminars and outstanding online
learning resources held in Scotland and 24
other regions across the US and Europe.
These sessions are led by truly world-class
international experts in their respective fields
at a fraction of the cost open public courses
or private in-house events could realise.
Graeme Wilkinson, who before becoming
the Chairman of IMS in Scotland worked
in financial services as a Learning and
Development professional, has organised a
stellar line-up of speakers, each one of which
is an exceptional educator and published
author in their given specialism.
The Institute for Management Studies has
been operating successfully since being
formed in the United States in 1974. Graeme
is therefore building on IMS’ track record of
an internationally-recognised and respected
organisation which has for more than forty
years provided its members with the most
innovative, cost-effective and unequalled
management development series available.
Its growth is such that today there are 450
IMS corporate member organisations across
North America and Europe, including many of

the world’s largest businesses. About 20,000
leaders and managers attend monthly oneday IMS Leadership Masterclasses each year.
In Scotland, the Masterclasses are staged at
the elegant Royal Scots Club, Edinburgh for
participants from 16 IMS Corporate Members,
including Abellio ScotRail, Baillie Gifford, City
of Edinburgh Counci, Fife Council, Forth Ports,
Glasgow City Council, Royal Bank of Scotland,
Scottish Enterprise, Scottish Prison Service,
Scottish Water, Skills Development Scotland,
Scottish and Southern Energy (SSE), Standard
Life, Tesco Bank, The Scottish Government
and Webhelp UK.

Relationship Management:
Ten Skills Leaders Need to
Get the Best From Others
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One of the biggest benefits for the members
is that they are given the opportunity to gain
access to speakers whose excellence is such
that they can usually command large fees,
but who can be enjoyed at a fraction of the
cost through IMS membership.
For more information please visit
www.ims-online.com/scotland or contact
Graeme Wilkinson at
Scotland@ims-online.com
07796 938102

The Power of Innovative and
Strategic Thinking

John Daly | 24th August 2017

Kaihan Krippendorff
14th September 2017

What does it take to get the best performance
out of people today? Personal Relationships!
No longer can you just tell people what to do.
Instead, you must informally seek and build
commitment among your team members to
do their best. In this session you’ll discover
new, research based, techniques, which will
help you do that. We’ll learn how successful
leaders shape their work environments to
achieve optimal performance, get others to feel
proud of their work, show they value others’
contributions, offer feedback that really helps
and cope with natural frictions that can arise
when people work together.

All business leaders worth their lowsalt lunch,
regardless of their industry, will agree on
one thing – that innovation a key driver of
their company’s success. What they don’t
agree on is how to ensure that innovation
actually happens. After 27 years of providing
innovation services to some the world’s most
forward thinking organizations, Mitch Ditkoff
has discovered the holy grail of moving
the “innovation needle”. Storytelling. Yes,
storytelling – the skillful communication of
personal narrative that changes mindset,
increases engagement, transfers knowledge
and sparks commitment.
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Asking tough questions to improve
your business
It can be the toughest question that a
business manager asks – are we good
enough at what we do? The answer may not
be the one they want to hear but responding
to what they learn is vital to allow companies
to move onto the next stage in their
development.
That is the message from Continuous
Improvement Consultant Nancy Herdman,
the Director of StepChange Improve, which
works with companies of all sizes across
Scotland.
Nancy, an accredited Lean Sigma Master
Black Belt with more than 25 years’
experience in continuous improvement
and quality management, has delivered
programmes that bring about significant
benefits for companies in a range of sectors.
Her experience was built up while operating
in roles across a number of different
organisations, including in defence,
manufacturing, outsourcing, financial services
and customer service.
She said: “Businesses of all types and
size need to ask themselves some tough
questions from time to time. It may be a
new company struggling to put the right
processes in place or more established
businesses that realise they have to ask
themselves some hard questions if they wish
to grow.
“Do they have recurring customer complaints
that need to be resolved? Do they have
processes that need to be more efficient to
increase capacity and save costs? Do they
have a quality-related problem that they don’t
know how to fix?
“Once the right question has been asked, it
is important that they act on the answers
they receive. Training staff in problem solving
techniques is a good start but it isn’t enough.
Companies need to identify the problems
that need to be solved and then ensure staff
are supported and coached in delivering the
right improvements.”
StepChange Improve, which works to make
Continuous Improvement a daily part of
everyday life for staff and management
teams, believes in simplifying the technical
jargon so that staff understand the nature of
the problem and what needs to be done.
Nancy said: “We help businesses put in place
the processes that will develop the capability
of the organisation, bringing about long-

Nancy Herdman, the Director of StepChange Improve

term sustainable change and delivering real
benefits..”

n

Nancy has a strong track record to support
her work, including spells as Head of
Continuous Improvement for Amazon
Customer Services, Europe, Senior Manager,
Continuous Improvement for Lloyds Banking
Group and Head of Process Re-Engineering
at RBS, Shared Service Finance.

n Quality and Process Management Health
Checks

StepChange Improve has extensive
experience in Continuous Improvement,
including expertise in Lean and Six Sigma, and
its location close to Glasgow and Edinburgh
makes it ideally located to provide support
across the Central Belt of Scotland.
Services include:
n

Designing Continuous Improvement
Programmes

Running Continuous Improvement
Workshops

Nancy said: “The need to improve should
not be ignored. For every customer who
complains to a company about its service or
products, there are many more dissatisfied
customers who don’t complain. You never
know they have a problem but a customer
with a problem will tell between 10 and 20
other people.
“A customer complaint is, therefore, a
valuable opportunity for you to understand
and fix the problem, turning a negative
experience into a positive one.”
You can find out more about the company at
http://www.stepchangeimprove.co.uk

n Lean Sigma Pilots and Deployment
n

Analysing and Improving Processes

n

Coaching and Managing Improvement
Project Teams

n

Project Management & Project Delivery
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Earn as You learn – Army Apprenticeships
The Army is the biggest
apprenticeship provider in
the UK and offers a choice of
over 70 different trades.
Offering a variety of exciting and challenging
career choices include logistics, finance,
administration, nursing, engineering,
construction and IT, these excellent
opportunities are open to those thinking
about their careers whether it be full-time in
the Army or part-time as an Army Reservist.
As a major employer, the Army provides
people of all ages with new skills as well as
developing their existing ones.
Joining the Army at 25 years old, Craftsman
Amy Dixon took advantage of the
engineering apprenticeship scheme because
she wanted to become a vehicle mechanic.
With no previous history or family in the
military, Amy, a sports fanatic that was always
‘tinkering with cars’, attended a Public Service
course while at higher education.
“This gave me an insight into which Armed
Service I wanted to join and there was no

doubt that the Army and the Corps for the
Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers
(REME) came top.
Taking a pay cut from her civilian job as a
supervisor at Toolstation, Amy explains her
reasons for joining:
“I have always been interested in mechanics
and the way things operate, therefore
becoming a mechanic was a simple choiceand now, I perform general servicing and
maintenance of vehicles as well as fault
finding and replacing part – I love it.”
After her initial soldier training at Pirbright
Amy moved onto Phase 2 technical training
in the Defence School of Electrical and
Mechanical Engineering (DSEME), Bordon for
trade training as a Class 3 Vehicle Mechanic
but it was not all studying:
“During my time in DSEME I played a lot
of sport” smiles Amy “which resulted in
being awarded my Corps Half Colours for
participation and representing my regiment
in football and volleyball. I have subsequently
transitioned to now fully represent my Corps
in football and the Army in volleyball.”
Once qualified she moved to 30th Signal
Regiment in Warwickshire and took part in
Adventurous Training, which has resulted
in gaining her Skiing Foundation Level
1 qualification, with the chance to
progress and build up to Skiing
Foundation Level 2.
“The Army Apprentice
Scheme is flexible

enough to enable me to go out and
experience new and exciting things such as:
sport, Adventurous Training and travelling
abroad; all while still gaining a civilian
recognised qualification.”
Saving to buy a house, doing a job she
loves and participating in most sports and
adventurous training, Amy sums up her
decision of joining the Army as an apprentice:
“An apprenticeship not only provides essential
skills to a REME tradespersons like myself but
it also provides an engineering springboard
to higher learning and the motivation reach
high. It rewards the apprentice with the
foundations to complete their work with
competence, currency and confidence – in a
nutshell – interesting, informative and fun.”
And concludes: “Everyone should learn
something that they have an interest in and
exploit every opportunity to develop – be it in
the Army or on their civilian pathway.”
In the meantime, the Army also offers a
range of resources and activities to support
and enhance the learning experience of
students while they are still at school, college
or university – collectively known as BASE –
British Army Supporting Education.
As a major employer, the Army provides
young people with new skills and develops
their existing ones through exciting and
interactive activities that are free of charge.
Delivered by highly professional personnel,
the activities on offer are flexible in order
to fit around people’s availability and will
help people succeed within their chosen
career paths; these include communication,
leadership and grit and resilience.
As part of BASE, the interactive sessions
have been designed in conjunction with the
Association of Citizenship Teaching and take
the form of easy to follow workshops; these
include New Science workshops, Forensics
challenge, Maths, and resilience, teambuilding
and leadership.
If you are interested in finding out more
about Army apprenticeships or BASE please
contact:
Maj Cameron Humphries on 07736 065080
or 0131 310 3753

@Fighting51st
@ASEngaged
/Fighting 51st
/Army HQ Scotland
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Enhance Your Career Prospects
With a Professional Qualification from
Andrew Carnegie Business School
In today’s competitive business
environment, the need for highly-skilled
professional people is greater than before.
At Andrew Carnegie Business School, we
provide access to high-quality programmes
across a wide range of management
disciplines accredited by leading
professional institutions.
Our multi-mode suite of programmes include
one day, block release, part-time and e-learning
options to allow your teams to confidently
undertake training and development in a way
that suits your work environment.

APM
PRINCE2®
Chartered Management Institute (CMI)
Chartered Institute of Personnel
and Development (CIPD)
Institute of Sales and Marketing
Management (ISMM)
Institute of Leadership
and Management (ILM)
HNC Contracting Management
HNC Sustainable Resource Management
accredited by the Chartered Institute of
Wastes Management (CIWM)

Want to know more?
Call us now 0344 248 0117 email info@carnegiebusiness.com
or visit www.carnegiebusiness.com

TRAINING ORGANIZATION ACCREDITED BY
ON BEHALF OF

PRINCE2®, PRINCE2 Agile®, MSP®, P3O® and MoP® are registered trade marks of AXELOS Limited, used under permission of AXELOS Limited. All rights reserved.
The PRINCE2, PRINCE2 Agile, MSP, P3O and MoP Accredited Training Organization logos are trade marks of AXELOS Limited, used under permission of AXELOS Limited. All rights reserved.
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Why tackling mental wellbeing at work is so important
Fiona Firman

psychotherapy to both businesses and individuals.
Fiona said: “I am finding that more and more
clients coming to see me are presenting with
work related stress. I think employees are
often expected to leave their problems behind
them when they go to work. My sense is
that although we may wear a particular “hat”
in work, we take our whole selves into the
workplace. I therefore think it imperative for
employers to take a more holistic approach
when engaging with their employees”.

Work can be such an all-consuming business
for both managers and staff that sometimes
mental wellbeing can find itself pushed to
one side.
However, more and more businesses across
Scotland are realising that, if they address
the well-being of their staff, the benefits are
potentially huge.
Helping them achieve improvements is Fiona
Firman, who in 2010 established Chrysallis
Counselling & Psychotherapy, a practice based
in George Street in Edinburgh which offers
independent and confidential counselling and

Who we are and what we do
Help for Heroes supports those with injuries
and illnesses sustained while serving in
the British Armed Forces. No matter when
someone served, we give them the support
they need to lead active, independent and
fulfilling lives.

How we do it
Our specialist teams focus on the five key
areas of an individual’s life: medical, mind,
body, spirit and family. We provide support to
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According to the Health and Safety Executive
there were more than 480,000 reported cases
of work-related stress, depression or anxiety in
2015/16. This equated to 11.7 million working
days being lost as a result of work-related stress.
"I help businesses tackle issues that may be
causing stress and depression. Sometimes,
employees do not feel they are being listened to
and many managers and staff are realising that
by making even small changes situations can be
dramatically improved. Staff who feel well can
contribute so much more to a business.”

“Someone who is under stress due to a
personal problem may find it impacting on
their work and more and more managers are
realising that they have a responsibility to help”.

Other services offered by her practice include:

“In our current context of workplace culture
emphasis tends to be placed on outcomes
as opposed to engagement. Employees are
finding themselves under increasing pressure
to meet excessive demands and deliver a
high quality service to clients, often with
limited resources. Consequently, the wellbeing of staff is often sidelined.”

Psychotherapy - tends to be longer term
work involving a more in-depth process

Counselling – usually short-term work which
focuses on a particular issue or problem

Couples & Relationship Counselling –
to give couples a chance to explore the
difficulties they are experiencing.
You can find more information at
http://www.chrysalliscounselling.co.uk/

Fiona addresses that problem by running
specifically-tailored workshops and
programmes to help businesses identify the
challenges and take action to ease the situation.

the whole family to help them all cope with
the challenges they face.
Long-term recovery is more than repairing
damaged bodies and minds; it’s about
rebuilding lives.

Why Choose Help for Heroes?
A Charity of the Year (COTY) partnership with
Help for Heroes can offer huge benefits, while
also helping to provide support for those
who have suffered life changing injuries and
illnesses in the service of our country.

How Can Your Organisation Do Your Bit?
If you would like to nominate Help for Heroes
as your Charity Of The year partner, we’d love
to hear from you. Please contact Ailsa Alcock,
Regional Manager for Help for Heroes &
Chamber Member on 07841 207416 or email
Ailsa.Alcock@helpforheroes.org.uk
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Breathing fresh air into business
Upskilling the way business leaders think, engage, and act together
Every day is a school day! Enjoy these
upskilling ideas drawn from the experiences,
journeys and programmes we create for
Boards, executive teams, and senior leaders.

#1 One trick leaders!
Successful leaders navigate multiple,
concurrent contexts by deploying appropriate
leadership strategies. Others blindly deploy
the one strategy that served them well in the
past. When this fails, they point the finger e.g.
that process, that person etc. Fruitless at best,
destructive at worst.
The Cynefin Model (Snowden, 2007) is a great
guide for leaders and teams operating in
multiple contexts. More here: https://youtu.
be/N7oz366X0-8

#2 Future value
Successful leadership teams balance the
issues of the day with a focus on creating
future value. This IOD-based model helps
directors visualise the landscape they need
to own: http://freshairlearning.com/wpcontent/uploads/2016/05/What-does-theELT-Do.pdf

#3 Place is important
Recognise this? You print off your flat
papers, walk a flat corridor, sit at the
flat Boardroom table, and look at the
PowerPoint on the flat screen. What kind of
conversation happens next?

Stay in the boardroom for operational
decision meetings. Get offsite if you want to
explore big challenges and generate fresh
ideas. Hire experienced facilitators for big
conversations. Go somewhere inspiring. We
use the outdoors a lot. See why:
http://freshairlearning.com/wp-content/
uploads/2016/04/why-outdoors.pdf

#4 Building trust
Appreciating one another as real people
rather than a bag of assumptions creates
the conditions for trust. This in turn provides
a springboard for courageous and creative
conversations (Lencioni, 2002).
Try this. Give everyone 3 minutes to prepare
a 3-minute presentation on 4 things that
shaped them, 3 things that light them up, 2
ways to get their attention, and one thing that
nobody could possibly guess about them!
You will be amazed!

#5 Real conversations
Great conversations have 4 “voices” (Kantor,
1995) where everyone is super-aware, and
adopts one or more of the missing “voices” as
required. These are (1) Mover e.g. “I believe we
should do this…” (2) Opposer e.g. “What about
this way…?” (3) Builder e.g. “And if we added
this….” (4) Bystander e.g. “I am noticing that
we could be bolder about…”

Bystanders there is no perspective; and without
Builders there is no completion. Give it a go!

#6 Workplace innovation
Appreciative Inquiry (Cooperrider, 1987) is
an effective and scalable way of generating
boardroom and workplace innovation by
focusing on possibilities rather than wrestling
with problems.
Try these 5-steps (1) Identify a theme, framed
in a positive way e.g. “Operating at our best as
the go-to suppliers of X.” (2) Celebrate what
is already strong. (3) Imagine the great things
being written and said about you when you
are at your consistent, awesome best. (4)
Look back from this future. What were the
innovative steps you cleverly took? (5) What
projects/activities will you approve right now
to get moving?
Enjoyed these? Get in touch. We’re re-basing
to Scotland from August. We’d love to hear
from you.
Dave Stewart
Managing Director
The Fresh Air Learning Company
Email: dave@freshairlearning.com
Telephone: 07776 153428
www.freshairlearning.com

Without Movers there is no direction; without
Opposers there is no correction; without
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Customer focus puts Sterling Creative’s
Melanie in the spotlight
“As a woman in business, there’s a myth that you have to be ruthlessly self-promoting
to get ahead,” confides Melanie Gladstone, “but my mantra has always been to put our
customers first – without them, there is no business.”
Marketing and Design Director Melanie has
recently been appointed to the Board of
Directors at Sterling, a £29m UK provider of
end-to-end communications solutions. She is
currently the only woman serving on the Board.

Building the dream
While Melanie is modest about her
achievements: “I see my main strength as
pulling together a great team of people and
letting their individual talents shine,” the
story of how she went from redundancy to
single-handedly building Sterling Creative –
the Edinburgh-based arm of Sterling – from
the ground up, speaks of a lot more.
“Mel’s integrity, initiative and customer focus
are qualities that really stood out,” says
Managing Director Steve Pizzey, convincing
him that Melanie was the woman for the
job: “We gave Melanie a very open brief, with
complete control to build us a business north
of the border.” A daunting task? “In hindsight,
yes!” laughs Melanie, “but luckily, I’ve been
too busy to pause for reflection.”

Building the team
Building a team was task number one.
Creative Director Graham Pringle was first on
board: “I knew how strong he was creatively
and that he had the tenacity and vision to
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help me build a successful business from a
blank canvas.”

facility in Kettering, which sets us apart from
our competitors.”

Eight years and three office moves later,
Sterling Creative is now a well-established,
full-service creative communications agency
based in Edinburgh’s West End, with a team
of 14, all of whom share the same strong
customer focus.

It’s a joined-up, cost-effective approach
appreciated by a list of well-known clients,
including The University of Edinburgh, Citizens
Advice Scotland, Tesco Bank and RBS.

Building customer relationships and
cost-effective solutions
However, “doing the right thing for our
customers isn’t just about always saying ‘yes’,”
explains Melanie. “We pride ourselves on
challenging our customers to dig deep for the
outcome they hope to achieve, rather than
just the output they have in mind.”
Caroline Edwards, Financial Capability
Lead at RBS, is a long-standing customer:
“Sterling combine great technical skills
with passionate commitment. Melanie’s
team really understands what we want to
achieve, and are always very responsive
and solution-focused.”
“We’re always working to improve our
customer experience and devise new,
affordable solutions,” confirms Melanie. “We’re
able to offer an end-to-end service from
concept to delivery thanks to our production

Building a sustainable business
Perhaps, most surprising of all, is that Melanie
has led Sterling Creative to its current
enviable position primarily through customer
referrals. Is this how she sees the business
continuing to evolve?
“We’ve developed our creative offering in
Edinburgh in quite an organic way so far, but
are now gearing up for an exciting period of
more targeted growth, promoting Sterling
Creative across the UK. I guess that means
getting over my phobia of the limelight,”
jokes Mel, “so this article is a good start!”

Get in touch
If you want to know more – contact:
mgladstone@sterlingsolutions.co.uk
0131 240 5400
sterlingcreative.co.uk
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DIY or Hire an Expert?
For any job out there, you
always have two options: do
it yourself or hire an expert.

So we hire experts to do these complicated
and involved jobs. Because you have to pay
a price whether you do it or they do…and
they’ll be faster and make fewer mistakes.

Sometimes, the task at hand is so easy or
takes so little time, that you just don’t think
to hire an expert—making a cup of tea on a
morning, for example. But other days, you’re
running late or forgot to buy milk, so you
nip into the nearest coffee shop and ask an
expert to do it for you.

Let’s go back to the idea of putting in a
new patio.

Other tasks, of course, are complicated or
time consuming enough that your first
thought is to hire someone else to do it.
Maybe you need to replace the glass in your
windscreen or want to add a patio to your
garden. Either way, you’re probably going to
hire (or at least consult) an expert.
The reason is two-fold: 1) the time, 2) the
learning curve.
If something is complicated, you need to
factor in the amount of time, energy, and
expense it will take you to learn enough to be
able to do it yourself.
Similarly, if a job is fairly involved, it will like
take up a fair amount of your time, which
you’re going to have to pay for anyway—
either in time off work or in your leisure time.
Another reason, of course, is the experience
and expertise an expert brings to the task.
They will not only have the tools and
knowledge to do it, but they’ve done it
enough times that the quality of the finished
product will be higher and they’re less likely
to make costly mistakes.

If you do it yourself, you’ve got to buy all the
tools and supplies, watch some YouTube
videos, read a few articles, and then spend a
whole weekend actually doing it. The finished
product looks great, but there are a few
bits you had to re-do after finding the best
technique.
Alternatively, if you hire some experts to do
it, the outlay cost is probably higher, but they
bring all the tools and supplies, as well as the
experience of having installed about 10 patios
over the last year. The big day comes and
you get to spend the weekend out and about,
returning just in time to see a finished patio
looking great.
There are pros and cons to both. When you
DIY, you learn a lot about the process, maybe
even enough to do it again down the road
or fix any little errors that crop up over the
coming years. When you pay for an expert,
you may not learn as much, but the finished
product is more stable and less likely to have
any issues in the future.
When it comes to the customisation of
our customers’ OpenCRM system, we
tend to have three types of projects.

questions of our support team.
Type 2s will do much of the customisation
themselves, but will do so after paying
for a few training sessions and a couple
hand-holding sessions to get them feeling
confident enough to do so.
Type 3s on the other hand, choose to pay
us to customise their system and train their
staff. They may want to know how the
customisation was done, but really they just
want to get on with their normal day job and
leave the configuration to our experts.
All three types end up with a finished product
that works for their business and have a
similar success rate. They’ve all had to pay
some cost, whether it is their own time, our
project management rates, or a combination
of both.
It comes back to that idea of DIY vs
expert—there’s a cost either way and it
should always be your decision about
which you prefer to pay.
To talk to a member of the OpenCRM team
about how CRM software can benefit your
brand, just call 01748 473000 or visit the
website: www.opencrm.co.uk
Graham Anderson, is
the CEO and founder of
OpenCRM, one of the
UK’s leading customer
relationship management
systems.

Type 1s want to go it alone, setting up the
system, organising the implementation,
and getting everyone trained up on it. They
will rely on our knowledgebase and asking
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FOCUS ON: PEOPLE

Paul McGowan,
Managing Director,
First Scotland East Limited

Goals can only be achieved through a culture
that encourages employees at all levels
Paul McGowan highlights
the considerable efforts First
Scotland East take to train,
develop and encourage their
staff.
First Scotland East are a major local employer
within the central belt of Scotland. Our
vision is to ensure that all our staff perform
at their best and to support this considerable
investment and efforts have been made to
identify aspirations and opportunities for
progression within the business.
Our goals can only be achieved through a
culture that encourages employees at all
levels to fulfil their objectives and to develop
their own performance. To help us do that
and improve how we engage with staff at
work we have invested in and introduced
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Job Chats. These create the opportunity for
frontline staff to meet and communicate
formally with their manager on a regular
basis. Each staff member has an annual Job
Chat with their manager to address their
needs at work, help them understand the
importance of their role, and motivate and
encourage them by acknowledging their
efforts and where they have performed well.
For management and supervisor development
we introduced a Performance Management
Development Review; an on-going process
of dialogue helping staff perform at their best
by setting the highest standards to contribute
to the success of the business. Individuals
receive honest, straightforward feedback on
their performance throughout the entire review
cycle, with information gathered during this
process mapped to assess current talent and
identify future leadership capability. Additionally,
it highlights any under-performing individuals,

allowing the business to then identify and meet
any development needs.
We offer a four year Apprenticeship
programme within Engineering and also invest
in Annual Specific Competence Development
for our Engineers, which is achieved through
an external provider and helps mechanics
to up-skill. A specially equipped First Group
double deck training bus makes regular
visits for this purpose. All our colleagues also
have access to an eLearning portal, offering
an extensive range of training resources in
areas such as office IT, communications, and
personal and business skills.
As Managing Director, Paul has achieved
the Investors In People standard at bus
companies in York (1994), Devon/Cornwall
(2002) and London (2008), bringing
philosophies from these to the people
development processes in First Scotland East.

MEMBERS NEWS

Edinburgh Leisure supports campaign to
encourage as many people as possible to
become lifeguards
Edinburgh Leisure is
supporting the Drowning
Prevention Charity’s
campaign, #BeaLifeguard to
find the next generation of
everyday heroes.
The Royal Life Saving Society UK’s (RLSS
UK) new campaign aims to encourage as
many people as possible to get involved
with lifeguarding and Edinburgh Leisure is
running pool lifeguard courses throughout
the summer as part of this campaign.
Edinburgh Leisure is calling all potential
lifeguards in Edinburgh to enrol on one of
their National Pool Lifeguard Qualification
(NPLQ) courses.
RLSS UK’s NPLQ is the most awarded lifeguard
qualification in the UK and Ireland with

more than 95 per cent of all pool lifeguards
qualified through RLSS UK. The RLSS UK
NPLQ is also internationally recognised
with over 90,000 RLSS UK pool lifeguards
worldwide.
Louise Findlay, Swim Development Specialist
at Edinburgh Leisure said: “Lifeguards protect
people every day and are our everyday
heroes. We want as many people as possible
to enrol onto our courses to give people
the skills to keep our customers safe in our
swimming pools.
“Being a lifeguard offers a flexible career
option, especially for students who can use
their skills to earn extra money at to help fund
their time at college or university.”

skill and get involved in lifeguarding.
“We have released a film to encourage as
many people as possible to become a pool
lifeguards and become an #EveryDayHero.
The film highlights the varied nature of a
lifeguard role.
“Becoming a pool lifeguard not only gives
you the skills to save lives but also gives
opportunities to work abroad, start a career
in the leisure industry or a great way for
students to fund their studies.”
Edinburgh Leisure run RLSS UK NPLQ courses
throughout the year. To enrol on a course,
contact: Chris Sneddon at Edinburgh Leisure,
chrissneddon@edinburghleisure.co.uk

Martin Symcox, Director of IQL UK, RLSS
UK’s trading subsidiary, and Water Safety
Management said: “We want to make this
summer the summer that people learn a new
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60 SECONDS

Name: Alan Surgeon
Company Name: AWS Recruitment
Website: www.awsrecruitment.co.uk
Q In five words or less, what do you do?
A Recruitment: Charity, Property, Finance,
Legal
Q How long have you been a Chamber
member?
A 3 Years
Q Why did you join?
A To increase our network of contacts
and keep in touch with current clients/
candidates
Q What services do you use?
A We have used the HR Advice, Database
Of Contacts and our Account Manager for
introductions/advice on the best events
which suit our business.
Q What’s the best business/benefit you
have won through the Chamber?

A There are so many! We are now working
with 3 new clients we would not have
necessarily met had it not been for the
events at the Chamber Of Commerce.
Being shortlisted for The Chamber Business
Awards on numerous occasions has also
been great exposure.
Q If you were telling another business
person about the Chamber, what’s the
first thing you would say?
A Get to know your Account Manager,
Make the effort to go to events, Utilise the
delegate list before an event, follow up after
an event, keep in touch with people and be
patient….networking can be a ‘slow burner!’
Q Where do you read your copy of
Business Comment?
A In the ‘Coffee Hub’ in our business centre!

Developing Talent at Turcan Connell
In June, private client law firm
Turcan Connell welcomed
eight summer interns into its
Edinburgh office.
The law students will spend six weeks
working with legal teams across the firm’s
business, and will receive one-to-one
mentoring throughout. The students may
also apply for an interview for a legal
traineeship commencing in 2019.
The recruitment, retention and development
of talent is critical to the future of any business.
At Turcan Connell this succession planning is
ingrained through the investment in the next
generation of private client solicitors and tax
advisers. Sixty per cent of the firm’s partnership
comprises former trainees of the firm who
have sought to build their careers and legal
practices at Turcan Connell.
Newly qualified solicitors attend a
programme which is specially designed to
add value beyond the core legal traineeship.
The programme covers areas including
financial management, compliance and client
relations. It also provides an insight into the
firm’s cross-disciplinary working groups, such
as the Entrepreneurs and Family Businesses
Group, the Landed Estates Group and
Charities Unit.
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Knowledge and skills are enhanced through
technical legal and tax training, delivered
both in-house and through the worldwide
organisation the Society of Trust and Estate
Practitioners (STEP) and the UK Chartered
Institute of Taxation (CIOT). All members
of the firm’s Tax & Succession department
are either members or student members of
these professional bodies. Turcan Connell is
also a Platinum Member of STEP’s Employer
Partnership Programme; the organisation’s
highest recognition for professional
development.

The vision for Turcan Connell has always
been to offer all the professional advice
under one roof that an individual and their
family might need during their lifetime. The
experience and expertise of Turcan Connell’s
solicitors, tax experts and colleagues across its
offices in Edinburgh, Glasgow and London, as
well as their desire to focus on clients’ needs,
is what helps to set the firm apart. Turcan
Connell celebrates its 20th anniversary on
17th August.

PARTNERS IN ENTERPRISE

Getting ‘Board Ready’
Boards are the mind and will of a company
and they perform better when they include
the best people coming from a range
of backgrounds and perspectives. The
boardroom is where all strategic decisions
are made, risk overseen and governance
applied. Therefore, it is vital that an effective
and balanced board consists of a diverse blend
of high-quality individuals bringing a mix of
experience, skills and backgrounds to the table.
Edinburgh Napier University’s Business
School promotes good practice in corporate
governance. The University’s Get on Board
initiative places students on the boards of
third sector organisations and supports their
development as board members, helping to
address the shortfall of both numbers and
diversity of board members in Scotland.
The International Centre for Management
and Governance Research launched last
year brings a multi-disciplinary approach
to bridging academic and professional
knowledge on governance, building towards
a world class community of practice.
This year Edinburgh Napier will launch the
Leadership in Board Governance (LiBG) course
to help support diverse, high-quality individuals
to take the step to board membership, bringing
the mix of experience, skills and backgrounds
which effective boards need.
Lynne Cadenhead, Chairman of Women’s
Enterprise Scotland has served on over 30
boards and is working with the University to
help deliver the course. She commented on
the importance of diversity:
“Women bring specific benefits to companies,
yet women still remain woefully underrepresented in the board rooms of most UK

companies and organisations. At our current
rate of change, it’s going to take over 70 years
to achieve gender balanced boards in the UK!
This despite the fact that various studies have
shown companies with more women on
their boards perform better operationally and
provide a better return on investment.”
“Armed with up to date knowledge and skills,
and applying a healthy dose of common
sense, no matter what their background, age
or experience, there is a board opportunity
out there for every woman (and of course
men too…). It is time for women to step
up, push any fear aside and contribute in
a meaningful way for their own personal
benefit and that of our country and society.”

LiBG provides an opportunity to interact
with governance leaders from the private,
public and third sectors. The course will
deliver a critical understanding of the nature
and importance of governance, ethics,
benefits of a diverse board, finance, the role
and contribution of board members and
awareness of practices that can be adopted to
achieve more effective governance. In short
it aims to ensure that participants are ‘board
ready’ and supported in sourcing suitable
governance leadership roles, bringing new
talent and diversity to governance.
For more information contact Dr Miles
Weaver at Edinburgh Napier University
Business School: M.Weaver@napier.ac.uk

We thank our Partners in Enterprise for their continued support of the Chamber.
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BE THE BEST

GET WITH IT

By Bill Magee
Scottish Business Technology
Writer of the Year

You’re possibly wondering
why power yacht “Star Pride”
docking recently at Leith is
highlighted here - what’s this to
do with people, training, talent?
Well, actually everything..
Whilst onboard, as guest of global small ship
cruise line Seattle-headquartered Windstar
it became instantly apparent it needs every
single one of the 151 - not 150, mind - crew
members to pull together at all times.
Such a team effort meant Windstar’s newlylaunched Northern European portfolio - one
being: a gentle cruising speed 15 knots tour
taking in Edinburgh, Invergordon, Kirkwall,
Portree, Tobermory, Portrush, Isle of Man and
Dublin - could leave port!
The same team mentality goes for business
and commerce. Harvard Business Review
emphasises it’s one thing to discover talent in
one’s team but of equal importance is how to
keep hold of individuals who are more likely to
stay put if they see a clear career path ahead.
Chamber member, Company Net places the
power of teamwork at the heart of its efforts
on behalf of clients, including Tesco Bank and
Scottish Water.

The IT outfit recently received “Gold Partner
for Cloud Productivity” accreditation from
Microsoft, marking a heavy investment
in staff development including a Modern
Apprenticeship scheme backed up by an inhouse SQA-approved training centre.
Chief executive Andy Hamilton stresses:
“It’s a credit to the hard work of our staff in

keeping their expertise and qualifications at
the cutting edge.”
Irrespective of the sector involved, such
constant development of a strategic
teambuilding approach is a must. Otherwise
competitors will set sail for new business
horizons leaving your commercial efforts in
their wake..

International

Just spin the globe and you
can find an opportunity to
sell something, somewhere.
Unearthing the right
opportunity involves more
work but offers fantastic
growth potential!
Over the last few months, the Chamber has
undergone extensive research to find out what
members international requirements are. We
have designed a programme of events to give
members the opportunity to explore markets
such as: Bulgarian, Romanian, Italian, US,
South African and Maltese.
We are working in collaboration with the
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the markets we will be exploring over the
forthcoming months will be the German,
Indian, Norwegian, New Zealand and
Egyptian markets. We will also be offering
members the opportunity to hear from other
like-minded businesses on the challenges
and opportunities that they have faced when
growing their business internationally.

British and International Chambers of
Commerce as well as 26 Consulates who
we have met with over the past few weeks
to offer these international events. Some of

Should you wish to get in touch with
other members interested in doing
business internationally and with various
international stakeholders as well as
receiving regular international business
news, we invite you to join our new
International Linkedin Group. For more
information contact: alexia.haramis@
edinburghchamber.co.uk or sophie-lou.
arceselenir@edinburghchamber.co.uk

EUROPE DIRECT EDINBURGH

Youth employment
The EU supports member states in reducing
youth unemployment and increasing the
youth employment rate in line with the wider
EU target of achieving a 75% employment rate
for the working-age population (20-64 years).

Why is it important that the EU
encourages youth employment?
n In 2015, more than 6,6 million young
people (aged 15-24 years) were neither in
employment nor in education or training
(NEETs) in the EU.
n More than 4.2 million young people (aged
15-24 years) were unemployed in August
in 2016 in the EU.
n Although it has decreased – from
more than 23% in February 2013 to less
than 19% in August 2016 – the youth
unemployment rate is still very high in
the EU (with peaks of more than 40%
in several countries). Long-term youth
unemployment is still at record highs.
n The EU youth unemployment rate is more
than double the overall unemployment
rate (19% compared with 9% in August
2016) and masks big differences between
countries: there is a gap of more than 30
percentage points between the Member
State with the lowest rate of youth
unemployment (Germany at 7%) and the
Member States with the highest rates,
Greece (48%) and Spain (43%).
n High youth unemployment co-exists
sometimes with increased difficulties
in filling vacancies. This points to the
existence of labour market mismatches,
due to inadequate skills, limited
geographic mobility or inadequate wage
conditions.

n Better opportunities through education
and training
n Better opportunities for solidarity, learning
mobility and participation
n The new initiative is the European
Solidarity Corps, which is aimed at
creating opportunities for young people
to volunteer or work in solidarity relatedprojects that benefit communities and
people around Europe.

Key actions

Local prospective

n The Youth Guarantee is a commitment by
all Member States to ensure that all young
people under the age of 25 years receive
a good-quality offer of employment,
continued education, an apprenticeship
or a traineeship within a period of four
months of becoming unemployed or
leaving formal education. It is based on
the Council Recommendation adopted in
April 2013 following a proposal from the
Commission.

Developing the Young Workforce (DYW)
has asked businesses to be more involved
in shaping and recruiting youth talent,
with educators and businesses working
together as co-investors to create a skilled
workforce for Scotland’s future. Developing
the Young Workforce’s ambition is to deliver
a partnership across the region which will
ensure a positive destination for every young
person and to transform the relationships
between business, the third sector and
education for the benefit of all. They are
working towards delivering an improvement
in employers’ engagement with schools and
colleges in the region and encouraging and
supporting employers to open up job and
development opportunities to more young
people.

n In its December 2016
Communication Investing in Europe’s
Youth the Commission proposes a renewed
effort to support young people:
n Better opportunities to access
employment

The DYW team do this by:
n Actively supporting businesses to find a
solution that works for them.
n Working collaboratively across the region,
‘The Guarantee’ works with the public,
private and voluntary sectors; supporting
organisations to get involved in inspiring and
recruiting youth talent in the region. The
Guarantee offers FREE recruitment support to
businesses recruiting young people.
n Delivering Events & Workshops: Jobs
Roadshows were established in response
to employers wanting to come face to
face with young people to advertise
their live and upcoming vacancies. Free
workshops are available to employers
covering mentoring Young People,
Delivering Meaningful Work Placements
and Inspiring Young Minds.
n Managing Digital Tools. ‘Marketplace’
an easy to use online tool connecting
business with education. Employers
are can upload opportunities for young
people, teachers and parents and get a
greater reach and response.
For further information and support contact
the DYW team on 0131 221 2999 option 9
e-mail dyw@edinburghchamber.co.uk or
visit www.edinburghchamber.co.uk/dyw
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ADVERTORIAL

Scotland’s gateway to the world
As Scotland’s busiest and the UK’s fastest growing airport, we are constantly looking
at ways that we can expand our passenger choice and attract more airlines to what is
Scotland’s gateway to the world.
And, of course, crucial to that is a long term
plan and vision that will not only cater for
today’s passengers but also for the future.

engagement we’ve invested over £21m in the
areas that can really make a difference to our
customers’ journeys.

This summer is going to be the busiest on
record for a Scottish airport with over 2.6m
passengers predicted to pass through our
terminal in July and August alone – and
forecasts are for continued growth.

This includes six new aircraft stands for
increased short-haul capacity which can also
be used as three stands for long haul flights,
ensuring we have the flexibility to provide
the infrastructure to meet the ever changing
travel market.

So we need to have the infrastructure and
facilities to cope with this predicted growth in
passengers and to provide the best possible
experience for our wide ranging profile of
passengers.
We have committed to investing £150
million over five years to position ourselves
to provide even better passenger facilities,
attract more airlines and ultimately provide
more choice for our passengers.
Of that, £50 million was specifically for airside
expansion in what was the second major
project in an ambitious plan. And key to that
expansion was the passenger experience,
something we want to be the best it can be
at all times.
We invested in improved facilities to enhance
that experience – we provided more seating,
we offered a greater choice of retail outlets for
shopping, and we now also have a wide range
of restaurants. It’s all about greater choice.
We know the importance of listening to our
passengers and our airlines and due to that
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The new Norwegian transatlantic flights and
Eurowings and Aegean routes to Munich
and Athens respectively have played their
part in offering even greater connectivity for
our business passengers. Furthermore the
addition of FlyBe’s Heathrow route and a
new service from Loganair to the Isle of Man
provides much improved connectivity for
businesses and leisure travellers alike.
But we also need to make sure the arrivals
process is best it can be, which is why we
are looking to bring more e-gates online into
our second International Arrivals hall to make
that arrival or return even smoother. For
passengers needing to process through even
more efficiently we have also introduced
FastTrack Border Control which can be
pre-booked upto 24 hours in advance of
arrival- again offering our passengers choice
throughout the journey.
That also builds into our positioning as one
of the most innovative airports in the world –
we’re always looking to lead the way on that

front and introduce things which work for
passengers in this digital age.
Of course, one of the biggest factors is the
connectivity of an airport and both getting to
and from Edinburgh Airport has never been
easier.
We’ve worked with partners to install ticket
machines in our terminal for the various
modes of public transport – of which there
are many.
The Edinburgh Tram stop is a stone’s throw
from the terminal, meaning passengers can
arrive from or get into our wonderful capital
city stress free.
We also have the nearby and new Edinburgh
Gateway train station providing direct links to
Edinburgh, Fife and other key areas of Scotland.
And bus routes are also expanding – the
Airlink 100, Skylink 200 and Livingston Route
21A all offers choice to car and taxi options.
There’s a lot of positive work going on at
Edinburgh Airport to improve the choice and
experience of our passengers – but there’s
more to come.
We can never think we have done enough
or have reached our peak – we’re always
striving for more options for passengers,
more choice for our passengers, and to be
the best that we can be.
edinburghairport.com

ADVERTORIAL

No plane,
no gain.

If it’s a choice between taking a plane or train to London,
there is no better choice than flying from Edinburgh:
• 5 London airports v 1 London train station • 4 airlines v 1 train operator
• Over 50 services a day • A 90 minute flight v over 4 hours on a train

edinburghairport.com
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CHAMBER TRAINING

Invest in your team with a bespoke training course
A 2014 report carried out by Oxford
Economics and featured in HR Review
revealed that the cost of replacing a member
of staff averaged more than £30,000.
This cost comes from a number of factors,
which include logistical costs (such as
temporary workers, recruitment fees,
advertising, as well as time spent interviewing
and shortlisting), but predominantly in lost
output as the new staff member comes up to
scratch with the role. This was found to take
an average of 28 weeks, varying by sector, and
even longer if the new recruit is coming from
unemployment or a different sector altogether.
Why then, with the cost of replacing staff so
high, should employers not be willing - even
eager - to invest in their teams, make them
feel valued, and ensure they remain within
the organisation?
This is precisely the approach that DJ Alexander
have shown their staff this year, by inviting them
to take on a range of bespoke training courses
with Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce.
DJ Alexander have invested in a number
of courses over the past few months, with
their staff attending workshops uniquely
designed and delivered to meet their specific
needs. Rob Trotter, Associate Director at DJ
Alexander says “what we needed was to
come up with a unique set of training courses
to develop our staff in the areas most relevant
and important to them and their roles.
“We approached the Chamber, who we know
have access to all types of trainers, we briefed
them on what our requirements were and what
content we were after, and they came back
with the right trainers to deliver that content.”

August
Wednesday 2nd
Cultural Awareness in Customer Facing
Roles
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The Chamber’s bespoke training courses are
entirely crafted to the needs of the individual
organisation. We invite those interested to
meet with a member of our team, where we
discuss options around numbers, needs, dates
and location. Taking all of this in to account,
we then hand-select the trainer we feel will
best suit the requirements, and facilitate
a meeting between the trainer and the
organisation. In 2016, we ran over a hundred
courses on a range of topics, delivered by
thirty individual trainers, each an expert in
their field. Our trainers are constantly refining
their content to ensure it remains up to date,
engaging, and informative - and for our
bespoke offerings, relevant and relatable for
the team they’re delivering to.
”What has impressed us most has been the
trainers that the Chamber chose to suit our
needs” says Rob. “They have each been spot
on. The trainers immediately got a grasp
of what we were after and came back with
unique course content which was highly
relevant and entirely appropriate for our staff.”
These sentiments are echoed by the
attendees. At the close of each training

DJ Alexander are seeing other benefits
outside of simply up-skilling their staff, too.
Rob Trotter says “our staff feel very enthusiastic
about the investment by DJ Alexander to
develop them personally and professionally. I
have seen that these trainings have boosted
their confidence and their loyalty to the firm.
Investing in their training and development
has showed them that we respect and value
them - and they really appreciate that.”
Looking to up-skill your staff? Contact us
to discuss your needs, and hear how a
bespoke training course could benefit your
organisation: 0131 221 2999 / training@
edinburghchamber.co.uk

Wednesday 30th
Export Documentation

Tuesday 19th
Strategy Review and Adjust

Thursday 31st
How to: Maximise Business Success with
HR Essentials

Friday 22nd
Social Media Series

Thursday 10th
Understanding Needs Based Selling

September

Friday 11th
Leadership – Delivery

Friday 1st
Social Media Series

Tuesday 15th
Business Risk and Resilience

Tuesday 5th
Leadership – Future

Thursday 17th
How to Write Compelling Web Content

Friday 8th
Social Media Series

Tuesday 22nd
Keep Calm & Carry On

Tuesday 12th
LinkedIn Masterclass

Thursday 24th
Networking Masterclass

Friday 15th
Social Media Series
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session, we allow delegates to give their
feedback so that we can continue to improve
our product offering. Following the courses
crafted for DJ Alexander, recurring themes
in the feedback forms include ‘insightful’,
‘informative’, ‘practical’, and ‘relevant’, with
one writing that the course content “allowed
me to think about everyday scenarios in a
completely new light”.

Tuesday 26th
The Myth of Fun, Easy Team
Collaboration and What to Do About it
Wednesday 27th
LinkedIn: Social Selling
Thursday 28th
Documentary Letters of Credit
Friday 29th
Social Media Series
Friday 29th
How to: Achieve A Work Life Balance

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Company name: SQA
Who? Theresa McGowan
Website: http://www.sqa.org.uk/
What do you see as the biggest challenge for Education and
Qualifications Authorities?
Playing our part in helping to close the attainment gap and
ensuring our qualifications deliver the necessary knowledge and
skills to meet the needs of the Scottish economy.
With technology dominating the business world, do you
feel more digital learning could be incorporated further into
assessments to meet the needs of future employers?
SQA provides free access to online learning resources for a
number of our National Qualifications, SVQs, HNCs, and HNDs
through our Ushare platform. Our e-assessment system, SOLAR,
is being used to deliver online assessments. But we’re continually
looking to improve our offering, and provide assessments and
services that benefit the wider economy.
With today’s society continually changing day-by-day, where
do you see organisations such as the SQA in 10 years’ time?
To remain relevant, SQA has to adapt to changes; whether those
are technological, changes in the demands placed upon us by our
customers, or in the economy. We’ve recently started a project looking
at the future of assessment. We’re working with specialists across
the UK, and with young people, asking them how do we go about
assessing skills and knowledge for jobs and industries in the future.
Do you think more vocational qualifications could be offered
in schools, to better prepare young people for work?
Schools and employers across the country, with support from SQA,
are already doing great work providing vocational and work based
programmes. SQA has many wider achievement Awards such
as Employability, Steps to Work, and Leadership that help to set
young people on the path to work. Specific programmes are also
delivering fantastic results. Craigroyston Community High School
has pioneered a successful pre-apprenticeship programme with
a number of employers across Edinburgh, giving pupils a year of
workplace based learning alongside their school based studies.
Those who are successful through the pre-apprenticeship go on to
a guaranteed modern apprenticeship with their employer.
What more do you think businesses and employers can
do to support new staff, in particular young people, in the
workplace?
Many businesses and employers are already involved within their
local communities. Young people may find it difficult to adapt
to the demands of the workplace if they’ve never experienced it
before. Giving young people access to the workplace and letting
them see what business does, showing them what contribution
they can make, is an important contribution that employers can
make.
What do you consider your biggest business triumph?
Helping a large number of employers to develop and transform
their in-house training into nationally recognised qualifications
and seeing how they have grown and developed.

If you were to pick one; what skill or trait do you think is most
important in leading a successful career?
Be positive and always look on the bright side!
What key lesson or piece of advice would you share with
others who’re looking to take the next step?
Don’t be afraid to step out of your comfort zone, there are more
opportunities now to grow and enhance your skills.
How do you make sure you develop your own professional
skills and knowledge in the workplace?
I gained my assessor and internal verifier qualifications by
assessing SQA staff in the workplace for SVQs in Business and
Administration. This has helped me to gain a better understanding
of the assessment and internal verification process. I’m also
a member of the Institute of Sales Management (ISM).
With many roles becoming more and more demanding, how
important is it for you to ‘switch off’?
Switching off can be difficult, something I need to learn to be
better at! I have two young children so switching off is important
so that I have a good work-life balance.
Other than your current position, what would be your dream
job?
Photography and Flower Arranging.
Outside of business, what is most important in your life?
Without a doubt that would be my family.
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INSPIRING CONNECTIONS

The past two months have
seen a number of great
events with Edinburgh
Chamber of Commerce.
We enjoyed pizza and plentiful conversation
at La Favorita, ‘Net-Walked’, wined and dined
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with Jim McColl, tested members at our Pub
Quiz, saw behind-the-scenes at Musselburgh
Racecourse, and much, much more.
Now, in the summer months and the
enrapturing excitement of the Festival, we
look forward to hosting many more excellent
events through August and September.

Following the success of the first, we’re lacing
up the trainers once again for our Chamber
Net-Walking, we’re headed behind the scenes
with Cancer Research UK, being inspired over
lunch at G&V Hotel with Bruce Walker, and
invite you to unwind at our annual Summer
Mixer, held in the stunning rooftop terrace of
The Place.

INSPIRING CONNECTIONS

UPCOMING EVENTS
August
Wednesday 9th 10.00 - 11.00am
60 Really Useful Minutes with Inspiring Scotland
40 George Street, Edinburgh, EH2 2LE
Wednesday 9th 12.30 - 14.30pm
Chamber Dining Club at Galvin Brasserie De Luxe
Princes St, Edinburgh EH1 2AB
Wednesday 16th 08.30 - 10.00am
Chamber ‘Net-Walking’
40 George Street, Edinburgh, EH2 2LE
Wednesday 23rd 14.00 - 16.00pm
Behind the Scenes Tour with Cancer Research UK
Crewe Road South, Edinburgh, EH4 2XR

Wednesday 13th 12.30 - 14.30pm
Chamber Dining Club Lunch at Angels Share,
9-11 Hope St, Edinburgh, EH2 4EL
Thursday 21st 09.00 - 10.30am
Behind the Scenes Tour with Queen Margaret University
Queen Margaret University Drive, Edinburgh, EH21 6UU
Monday 25th 12.30 - 14.30pm
Inspiring Women in Business Lunch with Clyesdale Bank
George Hotel, 19 - 21 George Street, EH2 2PB
Thursday 28th 18.00 - 21.00pm
Xtreme Chamber Karting
2 Huly Hill Rd, Edinburgh EH28 8PH
Friday 29th 08.30 - 10.00am
Worlds Biggest Coffee Morning
40 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 2LE

,

Thursday 24th 18.00 - 21.00pm
Edinburgh Chamber Summer Mixer
34 - 38 York Place, Edinburgh, EH1 3HU

October

Friday 25th 08.30 - 10.00am
Early Start at the Yard
22 Eyre Place Lane, Edinburgh, EH3 5EH

Wednesday 18th 09.00 - 16.00pm
Heathrow Business Summit
Nicolson Street, Edinburgh, Eh8 9DW

September

Tuesday 31st 10.00 - 11.30am
How to Promote a Positive Workplace Culture
40 George Street, Edinburgh, EH2 2LE

Wednesday 6th 09.30 - 11.00am
60 Really Useful Minutes with Arts and Business Scotland
Rosebury House, Edinburgh, EH12 5EZ
Tuesday 12th 08.30 - 10.00am
Be More Connected with Borders Railway
Balmoral Hotel, 1 Princes St, Edinburgh EH2 2EQ
Tuesday 12th 12.30 - 14.30pm
Inspiring Entrepreneurs Lunch with Bruce Walker
G& V Hotel, 1 George IV Bridge, Edinburgh, EH1 1AD

To book please visit www.edinburghchamber.co.uk or call the events team on 0131 221 2999 option 2 or e-mail
events@edinburghchamber.co.uk
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MOVERS AND SHAKERS

Arts & Business Scotland expands team
Independent Scottish charity Arts & Business Scotland (A&BS) has boosted its team with two
new recruits.
University of Manchester Graduate Alice Beeby has taken on the role of Membership &
Stakeholder Manager. With a background in events, sales, and marketing, Alice joins the team
after spending almost two years as Membership Account Executive with Edinburgh Chamber
of Commerce.
Edinburgh College of Art graduate Adam Castle takes on the role of Events Coordinator. With
a background directing events, such as the Edinburgh Artists’ Image Festival, Adam will play a
key role in delivering A&BS’s events and training programme throughout the year

Grant Thornton has
strengthened its Marketing &
Business Development team
Grant Thornton has strengthened its
Marketing & Business Development team
with a new key hire.
The business and financial adviser has hired
Brian Cameron who, as Associate Director of
Marketing and Business Development, will be
based in Edinburgh and take a leading role in
growing the firm’s client base across Scotland.
Brian has almost two decades of experience
and joins from global talent solutions
consultancy Hudson, where he was Regional
Director responsible for running the Scottish
professional services division.

BUSINESS COMMENT IS AN EDINBURGH
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PUBLICATION.
Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce, Business Centre,
2nd Floor, 40 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 2LE
www.edinburghchamber.co.uk
President: Scott Black
Chief Executive: Liz McAreavey
EDITOR :
Emma Reid, Tel: 0131 221 2999
Email: emma.reid@edinburghchamber.co.uk
FEATU R ES EDITOR
David Forsyth, Tel: 07887 955778
Email: david@benchmarkpr.co.uk

Scottish Rugby appoints new
Commercial Sales Manager
Scottish Rugby is pleased to announce the
appointment of an experienced Commercial
Sales Manager.
Gareth Maritz a former professional player
himself, brings with him a wealth of
professional sales and commercial experience
from roles within businesses that have
included Nestle and most recently Dell EMC.
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City Growth at Arcadis
Jacqui joined Arcadis as a Team Leader
and is a dual-qualified Architect and Project
Manager with 20 years’ experience. Jacqui
was promoted to Director and is leading
on the retail delivery for our client, who is
investing considerably to improve shopping
experiences in Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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Do you know what
to do with your
business waste?

REDUCING
WASTE,
CARBON
AND
COSTS.

The City of Edinburgh Council, Environmental Wardens are
visiting local businesses to check that they are disposing of their
business waste in the correct manner.
If you don’t have a waste management supplier in place,
we can help! Knowing your waste and recycling is taken care of
means you can concentrate on doing what you do best, running
your business.
“Your drivers are so friendly. They come in everyday with a smile
on their face and are always happy to help. The service is totally
hassle-free.”
Söderberg Bakery
What we collect: recycling, confidential paper, glass, food and
general waste.
Based in Leith, we provide the most reliable collection service
in the city.
• As a local company we can collect 7 days a week, saving you
from storing your waste on your premises.
• Our friendly service team pick up the phone in 3 rings and are
always happy to help.
• We provide collections that are cost effective for your business.
Join thousands of other businesses who have already seen the
benefits of using Changeworks Recycling for all your waste and
recycling needs, switching is easy!
For more information - 0131 538 5381
hello@changeworksrecycling.co.uk
www.changeworksrecycling.co.uk
#ouredinburgh

CHANGEWORKS RECYCLING
36 NEWHAVEN ROAD
EDINBURGH
EH6 5PY

T 0800 694 0158
E INFO@CHANGEWORKSRECYCLING.CO.UK
WWW.CHANGEWORKSRECYCLING.CO.UK
A CHANGEWORKS COMPANY

SQA Journeys
For Scotland’s future

Scotland’s future is our young people — the
workforce of tomorrow. SQA qualifications
prepare them for work, and give them the
skills employers like you are looking for.
Find out where SQA Journeys can take
your business.

Business Development T: 0303 333 0330 E: mycentre@sqa.org.uk W: www.sqa.org.uk/journeys

